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DERBY RACECOURSE: EXCAVATIONS ON THE ROMAN
INDUSTRIAL SETTLEMENT, 1974

By JosneHrNE DooL

The excavations on Derby Racecourse were directed by the writer for Derby Museums,
with the aid of a grant from the Department of the Environment, during August to
October 19'14, in advance of roadworks for the 4,6l. Permission to excavate was
granted by Derby Borough Parks Department, and the Borough Estates Department
made available accommodation for volunteers. The writer would like to express her
gratitude to Mr B.P. Blake and Mr R.G. Hughes of Derby Museums for their
encouragement throughout, and to all those who worked on the site. Particular
mention must be made of Messrs P. Brady, J. Moore and M. Godfrey who acted as
supervisors, assisted by A. Chapman, M. Bygrave, R. Turner and D. Windell. S.
Cracknell and the Rev S. Coley dealt with the finds. Mr J. Lucas surveyed the site.
Thanks are also due to the authors of specialist reports: their contributions are
acknowledged in the appropriate sections. Mr P.J. Wright drew all the pottery and
finds. The author's husband, John Pentney, has been generous in his support and
encouragement during the writing of the report. Lastly, the author is especially grateful
to the staff of the Trent and Peak Archaeological Trust for their assistance in bringing
this report to publication. The finds are in Derby Museum and in due course the
excavation archive will be deposited there.

THE EXCAVATION: PROCEDURE
Afte r the turf and topsoil had been stripped mechanically the site was divided into areas
I-UII. Area VII was not excavated owing to lack of time. Some of the baulks between I
and VI were subsequently removed, and for the purpose of this report the areas have
been grouped as I/II, lll/lY and V/VI. Each of these three areas was allocated a
supervisor and the layers and features in each were given separate numbering. VIII was
a small area some 60m east of the main excavation. A proton magnetometer reading
was believed to indicate the presence of a pottery kiln here; but the anomaly proved to
be due to a metalworking hearth.

The following conventions have been used throughout the report: layer numbers are
given within round brackets (2), small find numbers within square brackets [99] and
references to the artifact catalogue numbers within round brackets thus: (no.2).

STRATIFICATION AND FEATURES: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The subsoil is a sandy, alluvial clay overlying river gravel. The entire site (SK361376)
proved to have been much disturbed through cultivation. Two broad linear depressions
traversed the site north-south and these had the appearance of plough furrows. In
addition, it is known that considerable damage was done when the area was harrow-
ploughed by the Parks Department in the late 1960s prior to being grassed as part of the
Derby Racecourse Playing Fields. Consequently, the above-ground structures and
stratified deposits had been largely destroyed. Beneath the topsoil, layer (l), layer (2)
was a black cultivation earth mixed with pebbles which had been dragged off the
metalling of the Roman road or adjacent cobbled surfaces, all of which were much
disturbed. Layer (2) contained Roman material of all dates down to the fourth century,
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much slag, animal bones, fragments of tile, and a few pieces of daub. Mediaeval and
post-mediaeval pottery were also present.

The remains of cobbled surfaces were encountered on either side of the Roman road
beneath layer (2). These were in a better state of preservation north of the road where,
although surviving only in patches, the pebbles l/II (6) had not been so extensively
damaged by cultivation as to the south. l/ll (6) was composed of tightly-packed
pebbles set with some larger stones. The latest sherd of pottery sealed within (6) was the
base of an Oxford mortarium of late type (not illustrated), dating from cAD250, so the
cobbled surface must belong to the later third or fourth century. It sealed the
abandoned well II F24 and also in places the.filled-in ditch I/II Fl. The cobbled
surfaces south of the road had been much mutilated and it was not possible to date the
surviving patches.

It was evident that occupation had been concentrated along or near the frontages of
the Roman road. Further back both to north and south the density of features showed a
marked decrease . There were many features whose function remains totally uncertain:
these depressions, scoops and gullies were found in greater numbers in the areas south
of the road. They are shown on the published plans, but it was not felt that it would
serve any useful purpose to describe them in this report. Full details ofevery feature are
given in the excavation archive.

THE ROMAN ROAD AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Roman road connecting Little Chester with the River Trent at Sawley (Margary
182) was fully exposed in areas IIIIIV and was also located in the south-west corner of
area VIII. It had been eroded in places by two wide linear depressions which were
interpreted as plough furrows. The survival ofthe road surface was, in general, uneven,
presumably on account of harrow-ploughing by the Parks Department in the 1960s.

Construction
The road when exposed was seen to be c8m wide, but excavation (Fig.6l) indicated that
as originally constructed it was c4.50m wide, composed of pebble and gravel mixed with
some orange sand and surfaced with a compacted layer of pebbles set with occasional
large stones. The surface was slightly cambered, with a maximum rise of 0.2m. Some of
the large stones had evidently been laid as a repair. The northern 3.4m of the metalling
appeared to represent a subsequent widening of the road: the pebbles were less tightly
packed and were intermixed with more soil than in the central,/southern part. A
sestertius of Hadrian [99] was found in the pebbles of the northern sector and provides
a terminus post quem for the road widening. The construction encountered in 1974
differed significantly from the stretch of road which was examined by William Smithard
in 1910. He found it to be twelve feet wide, with metalling consisting of heavy, coarse
sandstone boulders overlain by a three-inch layer of gravel. (Smithard, 1913, l3l).
Associated features
About 2m south of the road and parallel to it, was an irregular linear feature,lll/lY
F60, whose width varied from 1.9-2.6m and with a maximum depth of 0.36m. For
reasons of clarity, this feature is not shown on the site plan. Only a short length was
excavated. Its profile indicated the cutting ofa series of shallow'scoops' and the feature
seems best interpreted as a quarry for clay to provide a foundation for the road
metalling. F60 must have remained open until the Antonine period or later, for its
filling yielded coarse pottery of Hadrianic-Antonine date (illustrated group nos. 218-
232), a small quantity of Derbyshire ware she rds (not illustrated), and a sherd of samian
form 37, probably Cinnamus ii, cADl5Gl80. F60 was sealed by a deposit of orange
sand, layer (3), also containing pottery of Antonine or later date, and into which a
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number of post-holes and other features had been dug.
Immediately south of the road were two parallel, shallow gullies, lIl/lY F39 and

F14. These must have functioned as drainage gullies for the road; presumably one was
dug as a replacement of the other, but their relative sequence could not be determined.
Both had been obliterated in places by the plough furrows, and appeared as
discontinuous features on the site plan. F39 was not located at all in the western sector
of the area excavated. The profile of F14 was very irregular, varying in width from 0.35
to 0.85m and in depth from 0.06 to 0.3m. F39 averaged 0.35m in width and varied in
depth from 0.06 to 0.16m. The fillings of both gullies were not well stratified and
contained pottery as late as the third century AD.

The ditch l/lIFl, which was located c3.54m north of the road, was much more
substantial than the gullies to the south. Two sections were excavated: one at the west
end of I and the other at the east end of II. It had a maximum width of 2m and a
maximum depth of 0.85m. In the section in II (Fig.7l), the top part of the filling
consisted of loose black soil, layer (A) containing much ash together with some slag and
small pieces of coal. The lower part of the ditch filling comprised a compacted sandy
layer (B) and a dirty, light brown, clay layer (C). Layers (B) and (C) yielded a group of
pottery (illustrated group, nos.233-273), containing nothing late r in date than part of a
Derbyshire ware jar (not illustrated) and a sherd of samian form 3l of early- to mid-
Antonine date. In the section of ditch excavated in I, the black layer (A) was absent and
the filling consisted of the sandy and clayey layers (B) and (C). The ditch must therefore
have gone out of use by the Antonine period in this part of the site. Finds from the
filling included a trumpet brooch (no.29) and an iron needle (no.36). Along part of its
course inl/ll the filled-in ditch had been sealed by a well-laid cobbled surface, (6) and
there were also several post-holes cut through it.

The ditch north of the road was also excavated in VIII. Of irregular profile, it had a
maximum width of 1.55m and was c0.65m in depth (Fig.7l). Its filling contained
considerable quantities of slag, presumably the products of the two hearths, F5 which
had been constructed within the ditch, and F6 in a northwards extension of the ditch
whose full extent was not traced. The pottery from the ditch filling ranged in date from
the late-first century to the third, the latest sherds being some Nene Valley colour-
coated ware of mid-third-century date. From this sector of the ditch came part of a
polished stone axe of neolithic date (no.64).

Date of the road
The only direct dating evidence for the construction of the road was the sestertius of
Hadrian (mentioned above) which was found in the northern side of the road metalling,
probably an extension of the original road surface. No features pre-dating the road
were found in the section excavated. It is probable, however, that the construction of
the road would have pre-dated or been contemporary with the establishment of the
industrial settlement. The earliest feature which was located in the 1974 excavation was
a well, Vl F124, which went out of use early in the second century AD and whose filling
yielded a quantity of Flavian and Flavian-Trajanic pottery. First-century pottery was
recovered in 1973 from a well underlying Kiln 4a (Brassington, 1980). The road was
probably constructed shortly after the establishment of the fort at Little Chester in the
80s AD.

BUILDINGS
Virtually nothing survived of any buildings of stone, although their former presence
was inferred from scatters of unworked stones found all over the site . Possible remains
of footings were found north of the Roman road in I, where there was a short alignment
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Fig. 62 Derby Racecourse 1974: plan of areas I and II. Scale l:125.

of stones north to south, and also, a little to the south some stones aligned
approximately east to west above the filled-in well F73. There was a thin spread of red
clay (keuper marl) nearby and this perhaps represented the remains of a clay floor. No
foundations either robbed or undisturbed were encountered anywhere on the site and it
must be concluded that such stone buildings as existed were crudely-built structures
with sandstone rubble footings, perhaps supporting superstructures that were of
timber. A building of this type was found by A.K. Gregory in 1968, a little east of the
1974 excavations. (Wheeler, Site A).

South of the road, there was a line of large flat stones aligned north-east to south-
west (Fig.63). They had been somewhat disturbed but appeared to extend c7.4m back
from the road frontage. These may have supported a wooden sill, or less probably in
view of the close spacing of the stones, served as pads for individual posts. There were
indications of a second, parallel line of large stones c2.2m to the west and the area
between contained scattered smaller stones. These may have been the remains of a long
narrow building c7.4m x c2.2m set at right angles to the road, but the extreme
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narrowness of the hypothetical structure perhaps renders such an interpretation
doubtful. The stones were laid over a layer of orange sand III/IV (3), which contained
pottery of Antonine or later date.

There was ample evidence of the presence of timber buildings, all constructed with
posts set in individual holes. Nowhere were beam-slots or continuous foundation
trenches encountered. Numerous post-holes (many of them stone-packed) were found
to north and south of the Roman road, particularly along the southern frontage where
the density hinted at successive rebuildings of wooden structures. No floor levels
survived, although the cobbles l/ll (6) probably served as a surface within Building A
(see below); nor were there any associated domestic features unless some of the hearths
were domestic ovens rather than industrial structures. [t has not been possible to
ascribe specific functions to any of the buildings nor to state with any certainty whether
they were industrial premises or dwellings, although the presence of a hearth within
Building C (see below) may hint at its use as a workshop. Domestic occupation on the
site is attested by the presence of quern stones (broken pieces were often used as

packing for posts), large quantities of animal bones, and an infant burial. The infant
burial was not among the bones from the site examined by M. Harman.

Three timber buildings have been identified from among the many post-holes which
were found. Had a larger area been excavated, no doubt the ground plans of more
structures would have emerged. In particular, there were numerous post-holes along the
southern frontage of the road and these could have been elucidated only by extending
the area of excavation both to west and to east. Two broad linear depressions, probably
plough furrows, had removed some of the structural evidence in IIIIN.

Plate 6 Derby Racecourse
1974: building A,
looking east. Road
ditch, partially
excavated, in
background.
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Building A identified in I, north of the road, had been constructed partially over the
filled-in ditch L/II Fl. Its long axis was approximately parallel with the road, west,
north-west to east, south-east. The western side lay outside the area of excavation, and
the full length of the building is therefore uncertain but was at least 7.5m, with a
maximum width at the east end of 3.6m. Its outline was defined by the post-holes F52,
51,12,10/11,17,13,15, l8 and 20, with depths ranging from 0.18-0.6m. F30 and F85
may represent an internal partition but this is not certain.Fl0/ll produced evidence
for probably four successive posts, and F20 had been cut into the filling of F77. A bone
pin (no.56) was found in Fl2 and a bronze finger-ring inset with blue enamel (no.l) in
F5l. F12, l0/ll,17, l3 and 15 had been cut through the cobbled surface I/II (6). This
layer was dated not earlier than cAD250 (see above) and therefore Building A must
belong to the later-third or fourth century. There was a line of post-holes extending east
(F82, 58, 57, 68 and 45), but whe ther these were part of the same structure is uncertain.
In front of them and alongside the road was a line of stake-holes, presumably a short
length of fencing.
Building B in IIIIIV was also laid out with its long axis parallel to the road frontage and
was aligned north-west to south east. It was at least 5m long with a width of c3.6m. Its
full extent to the west is uncertain as there was disturbance here from a wide plough
furrow. The building was defined by post-holes F52, 51,23,24, 134,88,22 and 37,
almost all of which were stone-packed. They had depths varying from 0.19-0.43m, with
the exception of F34 which was only 0.05m deep and was constructed with a flat stone
set at the bottom in addition to stone-packing. F3 and F38 conceivably delimited the
westem side of the building. It is difficult to know whether any of the post-holes within
related to internal partititions. Post-hole F52 had been cut into the road gully F14 and
indeed the entire north wall of the building had been constructed over the filled gully.
The chronological relationship of Building B with the hypothetical structure represented
by the alignment of large flat stones (discussed above) was not clear, since the stones
had been disturbed. The post-holes of Building B had been dug into a layer of orange
sand IIIIIV (3), which in turn sealed an irregular linear feature F60, possibly a quarry
ditch for the road foundation. F60 yielded Antonine pottery from its filling and layer
(3) contained Antonine or later pottery, so the date of Building B cannot be much
earlier than the third century.
Building C was set back from the road in V,/VI and, like Buildings A and B, the long
axis was parallel with the road. Its dimensions were c6.4m x c2.6m, defined by stone-
packed post-holes F8, 7, 56, 23,22,12, l5 and 6. The line ofF22 and F23 on the eastern
side was continued by F28 and F30, which may have supported an annexe or extension.
The post-holes ranged in depth from 0. ll-0.43m, and they were symmetrically
disposed. The pairs of central post-holes (F7,56, 15, 12) in the long sides were so
positioned that there was a wide gap of c2.8m between them. Two possible inferences
can be drawn: either the building was a partially open-sided shed or workshop; or the
opposing gaps were closed with pairs of double doors, but there was no trace of any
threshold or doorposts. Inside, the post-hole Fl05 had been replaced by F 104 and may
have supported a partition. In the centre of the building was a small hearth Fll0, but
whether this is to be interpreted as industrial or domestic is uncertain. Indeed, there was
no proof that its use was contemporary with Building C, although the central
positioning indicates that this is likely. The (probable) smithing hearth F5, together
with a fragment of a similar structure F 132, lay across the wall lines of Building C and
were clearly not contemporary. The side of F5 closely abutted the packing stones of
post-hole Fl5, and F5 appeared to be the later structure. There were no associated
stratified deposits to provide a date for Building C. Post-hole F7 contained pottery of
third- or possibly fourth-century types, but these sherds could have found their way in
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after the lifetime of the building.
Lastly, there was a line of very large post-pits extending from IIIIIV into V/VL

These were IIIIIV F90, V/VI F3l, 33, 5l and 13l, making an alignment of cl0m north
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to south. They ranged in depth from 0.32-0.52m. F33 hada post-pipec0.22m across
and there was evidence to suggest that Fl3l had held a post c0.3m across. None
contained any stone packing. lfi/lY F90 was dug into layer (3), of Antonine or later
date, and appeared to be earlier than the alignment of large flat stones. A gully, or
beam-slot c0.2m deep was traced for a short distance running north-west from F90. It is
difficult to interpret these large post-pits, and no other features could be related to them
to indicate the ground plan of a building. Presumably any such evidence had been
destroyed by cultivation: certainly this would be the case if parts of the structure had
been built with stone-sill walls or pads to support wooden posts.

Fragments of Roman tile were found scattered over the site and incorporated as

rubbish in the filling of wells and pits, particularly in those of later date. The fourth-
century well I F5 yielded a considerable quantity. Tegulae and imbrices were represented
in addition to pieces of plain, flat tile. Although these could not be related to individual
structures, clearly some of the buildings in the industrial settlement were roofed in tile.

THE POTTERY KILNS (Fie.65)
Two pottery kilns were excavated in area IL They have been designated Kiln Group 8,

following on from the nomenclature established by M. Brassington in his kiln
excavations of 1968 and 1972-3 (Brassington, l97l and 1980).

The material used in the construction of both kilns was keuper marl. Kiln 8a, the
earlier of the two, was a small updraught kiln c0.5m in diameter. Such abnormally
small kilns are not uncommon on Derby Racecourse; this was the fifth example to be

excavated. It had suffered considerably from harrow-ploughing, as a consequence of

Plate 7 Derby Racecourse 1974: kiln group 8 after excavation.
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which only the pedestal and furnace chamber had survived. The clay daub lining was in
poor condition and had flaked away in places. The re was a crudely-constructed tongue
pedestal showing evidence of patching and incorporating sherds of pottery, projecting
from the back wall of the kiln: when sectioned it was apparent that it had been 'keyed'
in below the level of the furnace-chamber floor. There was no evidence as to the nature
of the oven walls or platform. The stokehole, likewise, had been destroyed, by the
cutting of the stokehole for Kiln 8b.

Kiln 8b had fortunately been constructed at a lower level and had therefore suffered
less from plough damage. This kiln was of an unusual type not hitherto encountered in
Derby. It had a diameter of cl.2m and had survived to a maximum height of 0.54m
from the bottom of the furnace chamber. The oven floor originally had been supported
upon a long, narrow, central support or pedestal, which was attached at one end to the
back wall of the furnace, and at the other end to the flue arch. There was no gap
between the pedestal and the flue, as with a tongue pedestal of normal type. The kiln
was thus effectively divided into two halves. The pedestal was pierced by a large arch,
presumably to facilitate both the circulation of hot gases during firing, and the
subsequent raking out process. The pedestal was not constructed centrally to the
alignment of the kiln, and it leaned markedly to the west. There was a narrow interior
ledge 0.04m wide within the kiln at the level of the pedestal. The oven walls survived to
a maximum height of 0.14m and were in an extremely fragile condition. The flue arch
was intact. The kiln had been partially demolished at the end of its working life: the
oven platform had been totally smashed and did not survive in situ. The top of the
pedestal likewise had been damaged, and the kiln was subsequently sealed by a dump of

. 4 -. a .;. ,,,a:

Plate 8 Derby Racecourse 1974: kiln 8b, with remains of collapsed oven platform
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unfired alluvial clay. The amorphous mass of daub lying in the furnace chamber
fortunately yielded sufficient evidence to allow a reasonably accurdte reconstruction,
from surviving fragments, of the oven platform. It had been a permanent vent-holed
floor 0. l3m thick and pierced by vents c0.08m in diameter. The vents were spaced
c0.19-0.22m apart. Faint impressions of two vertical timber boards, one on each side of
the pedestal, are presumed to represent the burned-out traces of supports placed
beneath the platform at the time of its construction, when the clay was still plastic. The
internal ledge would have provided additional support. The stokehole, which measured
l.7m by 1.45m and 0.48m in depth, had been dug subsequent to the abandonment of
Kiln 8a, and had destroyed all traces of the latter's stokehole.

The quantities of pottery recovered from the kilns and stokehole were small, but the
types represented included rustic ware jars, rouletted jars, flanged bowls and dishes,
carinated jars, wide-mouthed bowls, and a few imitation samian forms. The majority of
vessels were in fine, micaceous, orange and red fabrics, some lightly burnished and
some bearing traces of a white slip. (Illustrated group nos.33-83). Petrological analysis
of samples of pottery by Dr D.F. Williams indicated that the clay used was obtained
from the local keuper marl red clay deposits, which are found just to the east of the site.
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Fig. 65 Derby Racecourse 1974: kiln group 8 plan. Scale l:40.

Non-local wares were represented by three she rds of South Gaulish samian (Flavian
and Trajanic in date), the base of a mortarium from the verulamium region, and some
sherds of black-burnished ware, category I (Hadrianic or later). It has been established
that pottery production on the site ceased in the mid-second century (Brassington,
1980, 42). A date within the second quarter of the second century is proposed for Kiln
Group 8.

THE HEARTHS AND EVIDENCE FOR METALWORKING
Some twenty hearths or furnaces, including fragmentary structural remains, were
found. Keuper marl was used for all linings of fired clay. There was no evidence that

A
Stokehole

D
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any of the hearths were situated inside workshops or sheds, with the exception of V
Fl l0 which lay within Building C and might have been in contemporary use. Drawings
and photographs of the hearths were sent to Dr R.F. Tylecote in 1975 and his
comments have been incorporated in the following catalogue.
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Notes on Figs.66-69
V F5 A long hearth c2m x 0.6m. The fired
clay was blue in colour but orange towards the
edges, and had a maximum thickness of 0,I lm.
The section revealed traces of an earlier floor,
separated from the later, in one part, by a thick
deposit of charcoal. There was second-century
pottery present and a sherd of East Gaulish
samian of late-second or early-third-century
date, together with one small lump of slag. Just
north of F5 was a fragment ofanother hearth,
V Fl32: this may have been a similar structure
but little remained.
VI F8l An L-shaped hearth, much disturbed,
with surviving dimensions cl.4m x 0.9m. It was
of fired clay laid partly upon a stone-foundation,
set within a depression or working hollow
which was filled with charcoal, ash and some
burnt daub, but no slag. There were numerous
stake-holes arranged in a roughly circular fashion
around the hearth: they had been dug into the
natural clay at the bottom of the working
hollow. Pottery of third-century date was
present. F8l was examined on the last day of
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the excavation and there was not suflicient
time to investigate it fully. (No detailed plan).
VI F25An L-shaped hearth c2.8m x 2.Im. The
fired clay of the furnace floor was blue in
colour but orange towards the edges, with a
maximum thickness of 0.04m. It was partly
laid upon a fractured quern stone. Traces of a
fired clay 'wall' survived to a height of 0.06m
on the western side. There were two lumps of
slag with furnace lining adhering. F25 was
constructed above a pit, F6l, whose filling
yielded Antonine or later pottery, as did the
hearth itself.
VI F20 An L-shaped hearth c3.2m x 2.2m,
constructed of fired clay c0.lm thick, blue in
the centre and orange towards the edges. Much
stone, including a broken quern, was incor-
porated, principally in the short 'arm' of the
structure. On the south side there were vestiges
of several successive daub 'walls'which survived
to a height of 0.Im. One small piece of slag and
pottery of third-century date were found. Below
F20 was an earlier hearth, F76 (see below).

Plate 9 Derby Racecourse 1974: remains of hearth, VI F8l, surrounded by stakes
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V F5, VI F8l, VI F25and VI F20 all exhibited
close similarities in structure. The last three
were sited close together, aligred approximately
north to south, and it is probable that they
formed a contemporary complex. There may
have betn a fourth hearth on the same alignment
but only a fragment of this (VI F86) was
located, on the edge ofthe excavation. Tylecote
identifies these as typical smithing hearths.
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VIII F5 A bowl hearth c0.8m in diameter by
0.53m deep. There was a thin lining of hard-
fired blue daub and the natural clay beneath
was scorched. The filling contained a quantity
of slag and there were large amounts of slag in
the deposit of black soil (layer 2A) surrounding
F5. The hearth had been cut through the filling
of the road ditch and therefore probably dates
to the third century.

N
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Hearth

Burnt daub
lining

Scorched clay

Section

metres
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Fig. 67 Derby Racecourse 1974: plan of area VIII. Scale l:25

VIII F6 This may have been a bowl hearth
similar to VIII F5, but it had been largely
destroyed and all that remained was a patch of
scorching and some burnt daub. (No detailed

plan).
VI F46 A bowl hearth c0.75m diameter x
0.25m deep. No trace of any fired clay lining
remained in situ but the natural clay was

Plate l0 Derby Racecourse
1974: hearth, VI
F20, in section.
Beneath, stone
hearth F76
surrounded by
stakeholes.
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scorched in places. There were six stake-holes
around the periphery, all leaning inwards at an
angle of about 30 degrees, so it is possible that
the hearth was covered by a temporary dome
(e.g. of turf) supported on stakes. The filling
contained much charcoal and ash and sur-
rounding deposits yielded a quantity of slag,

mostly with fired clay furnace-lining adhering.
Pottery indicated an Antonine or later date.
V Fl6 A small bowl hearth of irregularform,

Plate ll Derby Racecourse
1974: hearth, VI
F96.

VI F96 In its general shape this hearth
resembled a pottery kiln, with 'oven','flue'and
'stokehole': dimensions: 1.27m x 0.56m x 0.32m
deep. The oven walls and part of the flue were
lined with orange fired clay and the floor was

scorched. There was no slag and no evidence of
date. Tylecote suggests this could have been a

melting hearth for non-ferrous metals.
I F66A A hearth 1.62m x 0.6m x 0.32m

THE DERBYSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL JOURNAL

averaging 0.66m diameter x 0. l9m deep. There
was a thin lining of blue fired clay which was

absent in the deepest part of the hearth. It had
been constructed in the filling ofa shallow pit,
F55, which contained pottery of Antonine or
later date. The filling of the hearth yielded
three small pieces of slag, and an annular
brooch (Bronzework report no.4) was found
embedded in the fired clay. Tylecote suggests

this was probably a small smithing hearth.

deep. The orange fired clay lining survived
only patchily on the walls, together with some
scorching of the natural. There waS a deposit
of charcoal on the floor. The filling contained
an iron knife (no.37) but there was no slag and
no evidence of date. Tylecote identifies this as

almost certainly a smithing hearth of which the
absence of slag is typical.
II F88 A shallow, oval hearth clm x 0.4m z
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Fig. 68 Derby Racecourse 1974: hearths, plans and sections. Scale l:30.

0.lm deep. The sides and floor were in part
lined with blue fired clay. A small depression
dug 0.08m below the hearth floor was filled

with pieces of charcoal. There was no slag and
no evidence of date. Tylecote suggests this
could be a smithing hearth.

I)\l
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Plate l2 Derby Racecourse
1974: hearth, VIII
F5, in section.

Plate l3 Derby Racecourse
1974: hearth, VI
F46.

III F70A hearth clm x 0.85m x 0.35m deep.

The walls were partly lined with orange fired
clay and there was considerable scorching. On
the floor was a deposit ofcharcoal. The filling
yielded a little slag, including pieces with
furnace lining adhering, and some Nene Valley
colour-coated sherds of third+entury or later
date. Tylecote suggest this could be a simple
melting hearth for non-ferrous metals.
III F95 A hearthc0.75mx0.6mx0.2mdeep.
The walls were lined with orange fired clay and
there was a thick deposit of charcoal on the
floor. The filling yielded twelve small pieces of
slag, two of which had furnace lining adhering,
and pottery of Antonine or later date. Tylecote
suggests this was possibly a melting hearth.
III F67 A hearth c0.7m x 0.5m x 0.36m deep'
No fired clay lining survived but the sides were

scorched. There was charcoal on the floor
where it rose towards the flue. The ftlling
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contained burnt daub, charcoal, sand and red
marl, but no slag.
III F70, F95 and F67 apparently shared a
common 'stokehole' or working hollow. This
was a depression c0.25m deep, around which
the three hearths were grouped: it did not
contain any metalworking residues. The ar-
rangement suggests that these hearths were
contemporary. The complex cut through III
(6), a layer of yellow clay loam which contained
pottery of Antonine date.
V Fll0 An irregularly-shaped hearth cl.l5m
x 0,5m x 0.3m deep. Only slight traces of
[urnace lining survived and there were patches
of scorching. The filling contained charcoal
and burnt daub but no slag. The hearth lay
within Building C and may have been con-
temporary.
VI F77 A hearth clm x 0.4m x 0.18m deep.
A little fired clay still adhered to one side and
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Fig. 69 Derby Racecourse 1974: hearths, plans and sections. Scale l:30.

there was a patch of scorching. The filling
contained charcoal and daub, but there was no
slag and no evidence of date.
VI F40 A possible double unit of irregular
form (fig.66) with a maximum depth of 0.2m.

There was no fired clay lining: only the patches
of scorching indicated that this had been a
hearth. There were a number ofstake-hotes at
one end and a thick deposit ofcharcoal on the
floor at the other end. The filling contained
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three pieces of slag, one of which had hearth- hearth, VI F20, and was separated from it by a
lining adhering, and some pottery of fthird- 0.2m deep deposit containing red marl, charcoal
century date. Tylecote suggests this was possibly and pottery of Antonine or early-third<entury
a melting hearth. date. There was no slag'
VI F76 This was a large, burnt slab of sand- III F77 A fragmentary hearth, lying partly
stone surrounded by areas ofscorching and set under the baulk between III and V: dimensions,
within a shallow depression. The stone slab at least 0.9m x 0.55m x0.27m deep. Thesides
had been laid above a well, VI F124, which were scorched in places and the floor was

had gone out o[use early in the second century. covered by a thick deposit of charcoal. There
There were numerous stake-holes, all filled was no slag. The feature was dug into III (6)

with charcoal, cut into the undisturbed soil whichcontainedpotteryofAntoninedate.(No
around the hearth. F76 tay beneath another detailed plan).

Discussion
Although some of the hearths may have had a purely domestic function, for example as

bread ovens, the probability is that the majority, if not all, were metalworking hearths or
furnaces. Quantities of iron slag (over 78kg) were found all over the site, frequently with
burnt daub adhering, thus indicating its removal from fired clay structures. J.G.
McDonnell in his report on the slags (see below) concludes that the vast majority of the
material derives from smithing. The residues were also examined by L. Biek of the
D.o.E. Ancient Monuments Laboratory in 1975 and his conclusion was the same. The
presence of a little smelting slag and bog ore does suggest that smelting was carried out
somewhere in the vicinity, but probably not on the Racecourse site. For the most part,
slag was not found associated with hearths but occurred in the filling of other features
such as pits, wells and gullies, and also in the disturbed upper layers (l) and (2). There
were only two hearths around which very much smithing slag was found: VI F46 and
VIII F5; although small pieces did occur in the filling of a number of others.

Dr Tylecote suggested that several structures (III F70, III F95, VI F96, VI F40)
may have been furnaces for the crucible melting of non-ferrous metals, i.e. copper or
lead. Certainly, some of these hearths do compare closely with examples found on the
Deansgate site in Manchester, where Furnaces l8 and 19 produced evidence for the
melting of lead. (Jones and Grealey,1974,69 and pl.20a,20b,2la). However, there was

no metallurgical evidence from the Racecourse hearths, nor indeed from anywhere on
the site, for the working of non-ferrous metals, and no fragments of crucibles were
found.

The techniques of iron smithing and forging during the Roman period have been
described by Tylecote (Tylecote, 1962,232-241) and Bestwick and Cleland (in Jones
and Grealey, 1974, 143-157). Briefly, two stages are involved. Primary smithing
involves reheating iron blooms at a very high temperature (c 900 degrees C) in order to
hammer out most of the impurities i.e. the entrapped slag, and for this purpose a
bellows-blown, bowl-type hearth would be suitable. Secondary smithing is the forging
of iron implements from the purified blooms; only a small amount of slag is likely to be
produced at this stage, and most of the residue will be in the form of hammer-scale
(flakes formed on the surface of the iron during hammering) which is very light and
easily blown away. A long, narrow hearth would be necessary for the working of long
pieces of iron in the hot condition. Any large-scale forge would need to have one or
more of these in conjunction with smaller hearths where most of the work would be
done. (Tylecote, 1962,235). It is almost certain that both these processes were carried
out on the Racecourse site. The quantity of slag indicates that primary smithing was a
major activity and there were several bowl hearths which may have served this purpose.
The bowl hearths VIII F5 and VI F46 were associated with smithing slag. Many of the
hearths had linings of burnt clay, fired very hard and exhibiting signs of intense heat.
The long, narrow or L-shaped structures V F5, VI F8l, VI F25 and VI F20 could
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well have been used for the secondary forging of tools or weapons. These hearths would
have been suitable for the working of large blooms of iron, and there was virtually no
slag associated with them.

Two of the hearths, VI F8l and VI F76, were surrounded by stake-holes arranged in
a roughly circular fashion around them. This is a feature which invites comparison with
the Manchester Deansgate site, where a number of the smithing hearths had multiple
perforations, filled with charcoal, in their peripheries (although usually in the buint
ilay of the hearth structures). The excavators concluded that the most likely explanation
was that the perforations represented stake-holes associated with implements used by
the smith: successive emplacements for a portable anvil or portable bellows which could
be moved around the hearth as required (Jones and Grealey,1974,67, 148-150). This
interpretation is suggested for the two Racecourse hearths: the stake-holes around
vI F76 were filled with charcoal, as were the Manchester examples. The possible
double hearth vI F40 had a number of stake-holes at one end, but not in such
profusion. The stake-holes in the sides of the bowl hearth VI F46 leaned inwards at an
angle of about 30 degrees and are therefore best interpreted as evidence for some kind
of support for a covering dome.

Owing to the paucity of well-stratified associated deposits it was not possible to date
the hearths very closely. Evidence for date, if any, has been listed for each hearth in the
catalogue above. There was nothing to suggest that any of them could be dated earlier
than the second half of the second century AD. In many instances, the evidence points
to late-Antonine or third-century activity. Very little slag was found in excavated
features of earlier date, e.g. wells; but quantities were generally larger in features of later
date and in the disturbed upper levels of the site. The filling of the well I F5, assigned to
the first half of the fourth century, yielded a large quantity of slag. It appears that
metalworking developed as the principal industrial activity after the production of
pottery ceased in the mid-second century, though a few pieces ofslag in earlier features
hint at some activity before then, and continued throughout the third century and into
the fourth. Whether smithing and forging of iron was in any way officially connected
with the requirements of the garrison at Little Chester is a question which archaeology
cannot answer. In view of the date proposed for the major period of production, it
seems more likely that it represented a purely civilian response to local market needs.

THE WELLS
Six wells were excavated, three north of the Roman road and three south. They ranged
in date from the early-second century to the fourth century and exhibited a variety of
constructional techniques.

l. Fl24
The well shaft had a diameter of cl.lm and was at least 2.2mdeep. Excavation was
abandoned at this depth because the shaft was becoming unsafe for further work. There
was no trace of any shaft lining ln situ, but small pieces of sandstone (many of them
burnt) were encountered in the sides of the well and also in its filling: these may
represent the remains of stone packing behind a timber (?) lining. For most of its depth,
the well was filled with grey, sandy clay, layer (C), containing quantities of charcoal and
pottery. The top 0.5m ccnsisted of a brown sandy deposit, layer (A), mixed with
charcoal, clay, pebbles and lenses of scorched sandy clay. Above, lay the stone hearth
F76. Finds included three brooches (nos.4,5 and 47), a bone spindlewhorl (no.50), part
of a triangular clay loomweight of iron age type (no.59), four iron rods and a quantity
of animal bones. The coarse pottery was all of Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic date
(illustrated group nos.l-32), as was the samian ware (Fig.72, nos.l-7, Fig.75, nos.49-
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50). The well was filled-in early in the second century AD, so its construction may
perhaps date to the late-first century.
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2 rt F24 (Fig.70)
The well had an overall diameter of 2.5m at the top, tapering to 0.9m at the bottom. Its
depth was 3.3m. At the bottom there were four wooden planks set on edge to form a

rqu"r" frame 0.65m x 0.6m and 0.3m deep. This was all that remained of the timber

lining of the shaft. Behind the timbers, in the construction pit for the shaft, was a
packing of large sandstone boulders. The section shows an enlarged and irregular
ionstrultion pit, perhaps indicating that the timber lining had been deliberately
dismantled and removed when the well went out of use . Almost the entire depth of the

abandoned shaft was filled with a uniform alluvial clay, layer (C), mixed with charcoal

and small stones. This had the appearance of a deliberate dump to fill up the old shaft.

Above, were layers (A) and (B), consisting respectively of loose black and brown sandy

material. They evidently represented an accumulation of rubbish over the compacted

filling of the disused well. Layers (A), (B) and (C) contained a large quantity-of second-

centuly pottery, consisting almost entirely of local kiln products. All was subsequently

sealed by a compacted pebbled surface, layer (6), which in turn had subsided into the

I-rlled-in well shaft. Finds included a denarius of Vespasianll26f, a brooch (no.l2), a
bronze ligula (no.9), a fragment of a bronze pin (not ill.), a bone counter (no.5l), a bone

pin (no.51), an iron hook (no.40) and eleven iron nails, a circular lead casting 0.lm
dium"t". and 0.Mm thick, nine lumps of slag, a little coal, two human bones and a

quantity of animal bones. From the water-logged bottom of the well, layer (D) came

two pointed wooden stakes or pegs (nos.70-71) and some twigs of oak, hazel and
poplar. The large group of coarse pottery (nos.84-217) was of Hadrianic to Antonine
dai", ar was the latest.samian.(Fig.72 nos.8-17). The lower deposits of the well, layer
(C) and (D) contained pottery of Hadrianic types, but layers (A) and (B) above also-

iontained some Antonine sherds. The well probably went out of use towards the end of
the Hadrianic period.

3 Vr F121
The well had an overall diameter of 2.33m at the top, tapering to 0.7m at the bottom,
and a depth of 3.2m. At the bottom there was a roughly circular arrangement of large

sandstone boulden, and set within these were the stumps of four wooden stakes,

irregularly disposed. Some small fragments of oak boarding were also noted: these

res[d on top of the large stones. Such fragmentary structures.represented all-that
re mained of ihe timber-lining, the details of which were uncertain. The well-shaft, as

opposed to the overall dimensions of the construction pit, had a diameter of c0.7m. The

Plate l4 Derby Racecourse
1974: bottom of
well, I F43.
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construction pit was packed with redeposited natural alluvial clay. When the well was
abandoned, it was filled with a uniform deposit of dirty clay. Finds included two iron
hooks, a small quantity of slag, one human bone, animal bones and a large quantity of
coarse pottery. This was all very similar in type to the groups from il F241nbs.s+-itzy
and l/Il Fl (nos.233-273), and only two pieces were considered to be worth separati
publication (nos.274-5). There was a small amount of samian, the latest sherd being of
Antonine date. The well probably went out of use in the mid-second century AD.
4 | F73 (Fig.70)
The well was c2m in diameter at the top, and had a depth of c3m. The lower part of the
shaft was rectangular, with internal dimensions of 0.9m x 0.6-0.7m. It was lined with
four massive sandstone slabs, each measuring cl.lm x 0.7m x 0.09m. Each slab had a
centrally-placed hole near its top edge, presumably for lowering the stones into position
with ropes. Two of the slabs each had one corner mitred. It is uncertain wheiher the
upper part of the shaft was also originally lined with stone slabs; if so, they were
removed in antiquity. However, large boulders of sandstone w€re found scittered
throughout the filling (which was mainly a dirty greyish clay) and these may represent
the remains of a circular stone well-shaft similar to those of I F5 and V fS8 lsee
below). The construction pit for the shaft had been packed with grey clay. Finds
included part of the neck of a glass bottle of late-first to mid second-century type, two
fragments of tile, some human bones and a large amount of animal Uoni inituaing
parts of two cattle and two horse skulls. The quantity of pottery recovered *ur not
large. The illustrated group of coarse pottery (nos.276-284) may be assigned an early-
Antonine date. The small quantity of samian included Hadrianic to Antonine types
(Fig. no.l7). It may be concluded that the well was abandoned some time during the
second half of the second century AD.
5IF5
This was a stone-lined well, 3.7m deep. The bottom of the shaft measured 0.75 x 0.75m
internally and was set with four large , squared blocks of sandstone. Above these, the
well-shaft was circular and was lined with blocks of sandstone whose inside faces were
roughly dressed to a curve. The shaft was c0.8m in diameter. The construction pit for
the stone shaft was packed with keuper marl and pebbles, layer (B). The well had
subsequently been filled with a light brown silty clay, layer (D), above which was a soft
black deposit, layer (A), containing much pottery and slag. Finds included a late+hird-
century barbarous radiate [106], an iron hammer (no.35), an iron knife with ring

Plate l5 Derby Racecourse
1974: stone well, I
F5.
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attachment (no.38), a quantity of tile fragments including parts of several tegulae, an

imbrex and pieces of flat tiles, a large amount of slag, a bar fragment of mild steel

(identified by Dr Tylecote), some lumps of daub and a little poor-quality coal. From the

waterJogged well bottom came pieces of leather including the insole from a child's shoe

(no.72), iwigs of oak, hazel and poplar and the ends of two square oak beams. These

me asured reipectively 0. l2 x 0. I 3m, surviving length 0. l4m; and 0. I I x 0. l3m, surviving
length 0.llm. The pottery was mainly of fourth-century types. (illustrated group
nos-.331-385). Fourth-century pottery came from the construction pit for the well, layer
(B). The pottery from the filling of the shaft contained nothing which need be placed

later than the mid-fourth century. A date within the first half of the fourth century is

therefore suggested.

6 VF58
A stone-lined well, co.6m in diameter and 3m deep. In construction it was virtually
identical to I F5 (see above). The bottom of the shaft measured 0.6 x 0.47m internally
and was set with four large slabs of sandstone, above which the well-shaft was circular.
The construction pit was packed with red marl and pebbles. The filling consisted of a
wet, black clay, layer (C), above which was a 2.2m deep deposit of dark soil, layer (A).

Finds included a little slag and coal, three lumps of daub and a group of third-century
potrery. The primary filling of the well, layer (C) contained pottery of early- to mid-
itrird-ientury date (illustrated group nos.285-293). The pottery from layer (A) above

included types of late-third-century date. The well was perhaps abandoned in the

second quarter of the third century AD.

THE PITS
I v Fl (Fie.71)
A subrectangular pit with almost vertical sides and flat bottom: 1.54m x 1.4m, and l.7m
deep. The filling of the upper part consisted of dirty brown soil with some gravel and of
thelower part, of layers of clay. Finds included a bone spindlewhorl (49), six iron nails

(three of them bent), six lumps of slag, fragments of tile and animal bones including the

skeleton of a small dog. The pottery was of third-century date (illustrated group

nos.310-330) and included some types assigned to the late third or early fourth century.

A terminal date of cAD300 is suggested for this group.

2 v F9s (Fie.7r)
A rectanguia. pit wittr vertical sides and flat bottom: 2.50m by at least 1.8m, and 0.55m

deep. Thi western part lay outside the area of excavation and the full extent of the

feature was not determined. It had been cut through a disturbed cobbled surface layer

(3). Centrally positioned on the eastern side of the pit was a post-hole, 0.35m in
jiun1.t.r and dug 0.7 lm below the pit bottom. If there was a corresponding post-hole-

on the western side (unexcavated), F95 may have been provided with some kind of roof
or awning to protect its contents. The filling of the pit was dark soil mixed with clay,

stones an-d chircoal. Finds included a finger-ring (no.3), two fragments of tegula, four
lumps of slag, a quantity of animal bones and a group of third-century pottery
(illuitrated group nos.285-293). An early- to mid+hird-century date is suggested, and

the pottery compares with that from the bottom of the well, V F58 (illustrated group

nos.285-293).

3 VI F61
This was a pit beneath the hearth F25. It was c2.2m in diameter and 0.85m deep. The pit

appeared to have been re-cut: the earlier filling was composed of clay and gravel and the

tatlrofsandandgravel,bothveryclean.F6lwasadjacenttothewell VI Fl2landof
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similar diameter, and it may therefore have been an unfinished well shaft. The pottery
included sherds of a black-burnished pie-dish of Hadrianic to Antonine type, and NenL
Valley colour-coated ware, so an Antonine or later date is indicated.
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This was a small, shallow pit beneath the hearth F16. It was lm in diameter and 0.39m

deep. The filling was dark soil with flecks of charcoal. Finds included three fragments

of iion including a nail, two pieces of slag and second-century pottery including sherds

of Antonine date (samian, no.4l).

DATING OF THE SITE
The earliest object found on the excavation was a broken stone axehead of neolithic
date. This perhaps represents a casual loss and is not sufficient evidence to postulate

neolithic seltlement in the area. The three sherds of iron age pottery and a triangular
clay loomweight, although found in features of Roman date, clearly indicate that

duiing the Iron Age there was a settlement somewhere in the vicinity and other iron age

sherds have been found alongside the road on the Racecourse.

It sems likely that the industrial settlement grew up alongside the Roman road, the

date of which has already been discussed. The samian ware and other finds indicate that
occupation began cAD80, no doubt with the establishment of pottery kilns to serve the

needi of the girrison at Little Chester. The production of pottery ceased in the mid-
second century and from then on the principal industrial activity appears to have been

smithing. The latest coin found was an Urbs Romo issue of the House of Constantine

[23], minted AD330-335, and none of the pottery can confidently be attributed to the

[ater-fourth century. It may be concluded that occupation had ceased by the mid-fourth
century.
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THE SAMIAN WARE
By B.R. HARTLEY and B. DICKINSON

The samian from this site follows a generally similar pattern to that from the Little
Chester fort, and shows a similar date-range, i.e. from the Flavian period to the third
century.

Theie is only one pre-Flavian sherd, and as at the fort, there is no evidence from the

decorated ware that the site was necessarily occupied before the late 70s or early 80s

AD.
There is much Antonine ware from both sites, particularly from the latter half of the

period but, while recent excavations at the fort suggest a decline in the use of samian in
-the 

period cADl l5-135, the material from the Racecourse indicates that this drop came

in the Trajanic period, and that proportionately more samian was in use in the

Hadrianic period than at the fort.
There is more samian from Les Martres-de-Veyre at the fort than is usual for Britain,

but very little from this source from the Racecourse site.

The proportion of East Gaulish ware from the Racecourse is rather lower than usual

for a midland site, while at the fort it is about normal.
The full samian report forms part of the excavation archive and only selected pieces

are published below. They are the more important, stratified, decorated pieces together

with a few unstratified sherds considered to be worth illustrating. The same criteria
have been used for the potters' stamps.

Notes on Fig.72
I Two joining fragments of form 37, South

Gaulish. The basal wreath, grass tufts, striated
leaf, blurred rosettes at the junction of the
wavy lines and the satyr (Hermet 80) were all
used by Mercator i of La Graufesenque. The
other satyr (Hermet 87) and warrior (Hermet

59) are both consistent with a date cAD85-l10.
2 Large fragment of form 37, South Gaulish,
with decoration in the style ol Germanus i of
La Graufesenque, or someone working in his

tradition, such as Biragillus i (Knorr 1952'

Taf.6C). cAD8Gl00.
3 Fragment of form 37, South Gaulish. The
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Fig. 72 Derby Racecourse 1974: samian nos. l-16. Scale l:2.

plant was used by several potters of La
Graufesenque in the Flavian period.
4 Fragment of a badly-moulded form 37,
South Gaulish. Flavian-Trajanic.

13 14

15
16

5 Fragment of form 37, South Gaulish.
Flavian-Trajanic.
6 Fragment of form 37, South Gaulish. The
general style of decoration and, particularly
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the wreath, are very common on bowls from
the Pompeii Hoard. cAD75-100.
7 Small fragment of form 37, South Gaulish.
The gladiator (Knorr 1919, Taf 57, 3) was used

by Mercatdr) i of La Graufesenque, among
others. Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic.
Nos.l-7 came from the lowest filling of the
well, VI F124, layer (C).
8 Form 37 sherd in the style of the Rosette
Potter of Les Martres-de-Veyre (S.&S'1958,
p1.20-26). cAD I 00- I 20.
9 Form 37, South Gaulish, slightly burnt.
The slight remaining decoration suggests a

date cAD80-l10.
Nos.8-9 came from the well, ll F24,layer (C).
l0 See nos.27-29 below.
ll Form 37, Central Gaulish. The ovolo
(Rogers 876) is usually associated with Geminus
iii, but is occasionally on bowls in the style of
Arcanus of Lezoux, and he used the Apollo
(D.52), rosette j unction-mask, zig'zag border
and same size of ring. The eagle (D.978, with
an unidentified quadruped in its beak) is not
known for him. cADl25-140.
12 Fragment of form 37, South Gaulish,
burnt? The throne on the left belongs to a

variant of the Jupiter D.6. The saltire was used

by Mercato(r) i of La Graufesenque, on bowls
from Silchester and York and the mould will
have been made by him, or a contemporary.
cAD85-l10.
13 Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish,
with ovolo used by Drusus ii of Lezoux, who
also used the astragalus (on a bowl from
Wroxeter). The absence of a border under the
ovolo is most unusual for him, nor is he (or
any other member ofthe Sacer i group) known
to have used the triple-bordered festoons. In
any event, this piece may be dated cADl25-
t45.
14-16 Fragments of form 37, Central Gaulish,
with plain rings replacing the ovolo. The borders
and the spindles, together with the lozenge in
the double medallion, are typical of Stanfield
& Simpson's X-5. The Pan (D.419) has not
been recorded previously for him. cADl25-
140.
Nos.10-14 are from the well, ll F24,layer (B);
no. l5 is from layer (A) of the same feature; and
no.l6 is from I (2).

Notes on Fig.73
l't Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish,
with border ol diagonal beads and a panther
(D.805). The beads could point to Butrio or to
several later potters of Lezoux. Hadrianic or
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Antonine. From the well, II F24, layer (A).
18 Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish.
The ovolo (Rogers 8263) with straight line

below and the leaf were used on a bowl from
Moulins from a mould signed Ciittus, by
Cettus. The small s in the decoration of the

Little Chester bowl is indicative of his work.
Cettus worked at Les Martresde-Veyre Tenisse

1968, pp 52-3), but he may have sold moulds to
Lezoux and the fabric suggests that this piece

may have been made there. His dating has

recently been revised to cADl35-160 (Hartley
1972, p3$. From I F73, a well.
19 Fiagment of form 37, Central Gaulish,
with ovolo I of Cinnamus ii superimposed on a
straight line in the manner of, and possibly by,
Secundus v of Lezoux, in view of the way the
bead row has been continued upwards intothe
ovolo. The hgure is a Neptune (D.14). cADl5G
I 80.
20 Fragment of form 37, East Gaulish, with
the triangular ovolo replacement and corded
medallion used by Ianus at Heiligenberg.
(Forrer, l9ll, Taf.XXVIII). The lion (0. l38l)
is recorded on bowls by Reginus vi (but only
when he was working at Rheinzabern). cADl40-
I 70.
2l Two joining fragments from a scroll bowl
of form 37, probably by Cinnamus ii of Lezoux,
with one of his leaves (Rogers H24) and long
astragalus. cADl 50-l 80.

22-23 Two fragments, not joining, of a bowl
of form 37, Central Gaulish. The general style,
incorporating rows of diagonal beads and wavy
lines, is perhaps reminiscent of Iustus ii, of
Lezoux, and the rosette is probably the one

used by him (Stanfield & Simpson, 1958'

fig.53,1). The trilobed leaf may be the one used

on a stamped Iustus bowl from York. cADl55-
l 05.
Nos.19-23 are from the topmost filling of the

ditch, I?U Fl, layer (A).
24 Fragment of form 37, by Drusus i of Les

Martres-de-Veyre. cAD 100- I 20.

25 Two joining fragments of form 37, South
Gaulish, with a large vine scroll of the type
used by Vitalis ii and contemporary potters at

La Graufesenque. cAD80-l 10.

26 Fourjoining fragments ofform 37' Central

Gaulish. The style of decoration is unusual and

the piece cannot be assigned to a specific
potter, though there are some hints of a link
with the later style of Docilis of Lezoux.
Probably cADl40-160.
27-29 (and no.l0 above). Several fragments,
some joining, from the same form 37, South
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Gaulish. The zonal decoration with scroll has
general parallels in the Pompeii Hoard(Atkinson,
1914, pl.VII). The lower zone is close to one on
form 29 from Vindonissa stamped by Vitalis ii
(Knorr, 1919, Taf. 838), with the same dog
(Hermet, 1934, p1.26, l8). cAD75-90.
Nos.24-29 are from the cobbled layer, I(6).
30 Fragment of form 37, South Gaulish, with
a freestyle zone over S-shaped gadroons.
cAD75-100. From I F43.
3l Fragment of form 37 with typical ovolo
(Rogers Bl03) and border of Advocisus,
Priscus iii and Clemens ii, of Lezoux. cADl60-
195. From II F25.
32 Two fragments of form 37, Central Gaulish.
All the details were used by Geminus iii of
Lezoux. They are: ovolo (Rogers 876); seated
Bacchus (not in D. or O., but on a signed
Geminus bowl from Vichy St.-Germain-en-
Laye, Musee des Antiquites Nationales, which
also has the lion to the right, 0.1421); panther
to right (D.799) and rosette (Rogers C297).
cADl25-145. From III F70 and IV (3).
33 Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish.
The squarish beads and circles suggest that it
may be the work of X-6, but in any case the
piece is Iikely to be Hadrianic or early-Antonine.
From a hearth, III F95.
34 Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish.
The panel borders and the leaf at the junction
were used in this way by Priscus iii (and
presumably his close associate Clemens ii), at
Lezoux, but the arcade, its column and the
Amazon D.154 are not known for them.
However, the piece is likely to be by them or
someone associated with them, and to be mid-
to late-Antonine. From V (2).

Notes on Fig.74
35 Small fragment of form 37, in the style of
Cettus of Les Martres-de-Veyre. cADl35-160.
FromVF5,ahearth.
36 Fragment of a Central Gaulish freestyle
bowl of form 37. The bestiorius (D.631) and
stag (D.860) were used by Aunus. Antonine.
37 Small fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish.
For what it is worth, both the trifid motif and
spiral were used by Moxius iii (S.&S., 1958,
pl.l52, 3, 4). cADl40-170.
Nos.36-37 are from V F7.
38 Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish,
perhaps by Austrus, in view of the leaf on the
junction of the panels (S.&S., 1958, 95, l7) and
the dog (D.935), which was used by him.
cADl20-1,10. From VI F27, a deposit cut by
the well F58.
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39 Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish,
burnt. A small bowl, all the features of which
were used by Paternus v of Lezoux. The small
leaf, perhaps only used on such bowls, is on a

strmped example from Lezoux (Coll. Plicque).
Small bowls of this kind seem to be particularly
characteristic of the last quarter of the second
century. From VI F38, a gully.
40 Fragment of a Central Gaulish bowl of
form 37, very badly moulded, and with an
unusually thick wall. The basal wreath is similar
to, though slightly smaller than, one used by,
X-6 S,&S., 1958, P1.75, l9). The stag (twice
impressed) was also used by him (ibid p1.76.

26), but again slightly smaller. This bowl is

likely to have been made from a mould itself
produced by surmoulage from an X-6 bowl.
Probably early-Antonine. From VI F40, a

hearth.
4l Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish, in
the style of Cinnamus ii of Lezoux. cADl50-
180. From V 55, a pit.
42 Fragment of form 37, South Gaulish. For
general similarity of layout cf. form 29 from
Vindonissa stamged by Vitalis ii ol La Grauf-
esenque (Knorr, 1919, Taf. 83E). The hare
(0.2072) was used by Vitalis and others. The
sherd has been ground down after fracture by
or for some secondary use. Flavian or Flavian-
Trajanic.
43 Fragment of form 37, South Gaulish. All
the details were used by Mercato(r) i, of La
Graufesenque. cAD85-l 10.

Nos.42-43 are from VIII F5, a hearth.
44 Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish.
The ovolo is a blurred impression of one
common to Advocisus, Clemens ii and Priscus
iii, but the borders and the other details do not
fit their work and the bowl is presumably by a

contemporary potter whose name is not known.
Probably cAD 160-190.
45 Fragment of form 30, Central Gaulish,
with ovolo I of Albucius ii (S.&S., 1958, fig.35)
and with the astragoloid beads and Cupid
(D.265) commonly used by him. cADl50-180.
Nos.4445 are from V F95, a pit.
46 Fragment of form 37, Central Gaulish.
The figure is probably Mars (D.94, but without
drapery). Antonine. From V F58, layer (E),
bottom deposit of a well.
47 Over hall of a freestyle bowl of form 37,
Central Gaulish, with two surviving rivets and
holes for two more. The bowl is from a mould
signed Atiani, before firing, below the decor-
ation, by Attianus ii, of Lezoux. The ovolo is

one which he only used rarely, being much
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more commonly used by Drusus ii (Stanfield &
Simpson, 1958, fig.20, l) and the fine beads are
typical of Drusus ii's style. All the Iigure types,
lion (D.766), bear (D.818 bis), stag (D.867),
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dog (D.930), man (0.6844, but with a spear-
shaft composed of Drusus-style beads) and
hare (0.2129), with one exception, probably a

small lion (0.14742), were used on stamped or
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Fig.75 Derby Racecourse 1974: samian no.48. Scale l:2. samian stamps. Scale l:l
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signed Attianus bowls and most were also used
by Criciro v, Drusus ii and Sacer i. A bowl at
York, with virtually identical scheme, but with
a wavy line under the ovolo, is from a mould
sigled Dd (Drusus?), but in much larger lettering
than Drusus's normal cursive signature. This
.bowl with its mixture of features adds another
link to the interconnection between Sacer,
Attianus and Drusus. cADl25-145. From I F84.

Notes on Fig.75
48 An almost complete bowl of form 37,
Central Gaulish. The ovolo and most of the
other details of the decoration, including the
horsemen (D.153 and 157 variant) were used
on bowls from moulds signed Sacrio, by Sacer
i, of Lezoux (Stanfield & Simpson, 1958, p1.83,
9-12), and the last could be from the same
mould as the Little Chester bowl. The small,
tulip-shaped leaf has not previously been
recorded for Sacer. cADl25-145. From I (llA).
The potters' stamps
49 Fragment of form 15/17 or 18, stamped
BILLICVRoNI by Billicuro of La Graufesenque
(2a). The stamp occurs at Heidelberg -Neuenheim and in the Nijmegen fortress.
Flavian.
50 Fragment of form 15/17 or 18, stamped
OFVITAI, by Vitalis ii of La Graufesenque
(7a). The latest dated site at which the stamp
occurs is Newstead. cAD75-100.
Nos.49-50 came from the lowest filling of the
well, VI F124, layer (C).
5l Fragment of form 33, stamped IF.]ALBINI.
OF by Flo(rius?) Albinus (4a). He made bowls
from moulds by Cinnamus ii (with ovolo l),
Laxtucissa and Paternus v and may therefore
be dated cADl50-180. From VI (l).
52 Fragment of form 31, Central Gaulish,
stamped [GN ATI M, by Gnatius ii (la). He
must have worked at Lezous to judge by his
distribution and the presence of stamps from
this die at Camelon, Castledykes and Newstead
suggests a date cAD140-160. From VI (2).
53 Two joining fragments of form 33, stamped
PAVLLIM by Paullus v, of Lezoux (3a). There
is no dating evidence for this die, but the
general record for Paullus v suggests that it
ought to fall in the range cADl60-190. From
V F58, layer (C), a well.
54 Base of form 38, Central Gaulish, burnt,
stamped AESTMM. Aestivus worked at
Lezoux in the mid- to late-Antonine period.
His work occurs at Birrens, Castle Cary, on
Hadrian's Wall (Period IB) and, frequently, in
the Pudding Pan Rock group. However, he
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sometimes used form 27 and this suggests a
range cADl55-185. From M132.
55 Form 33 base stamped MAL[LIACI by
Malliacus of Lezoux (3d). Malliacus's record is
mainly early-Antonine, and the piece may be
dated cADl40-170. From II F25.

The coarse pottery: stratified groups
Notes on Figs.76-87
(i) From the well, VI F124(C)
I Jar in hard, rough, grey fabric with crudely-
executed bands of rouletting.
2 Jar in micacous, grey fabric with a dark
grey, lightly burnished exterior. Traces of
rouletting.
3 Wide-mouthed bowl in light grey fabric.
Traces of rouletting.
4 Small jar in micaceous, grey fabric, with
rouletting.
5 Jar in dark grey fabric, with rouletting.
6 Rustic-ware jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
7 Jar in rough, micaceous, sandy, grey fabric.
8 Jar in fine, micaceous, orange fabric,
burnished on rim and exterior. Part of the
surface has 'blown' during firing.
9 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
l0 Jar in rough, micaceous, sandy fabric,
orange with grey patches.
I I Jar in micaceous, Iight grey fabric with
darker grey surfaces.
12 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
l3 Small jar in micaceous, grey fabric, probably
similar to 14.

l4 Small jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
l5 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
16 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
l7 Lid-seated jar in rough, micaceous, orange
fabric.
l8 Lid-seated jar in rough, micaceous, orange
fabric.
19 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
20 Jar in fine, micaceous, grey fabric.
2l Part of a carinated bowl in micaceous,
white fabric with traces of decoration in orange
paint.
22 Bowl imitating samian form 30, in mi-
caceous, grey fabric with polished exterior.
23 Bowl in fine, micaceous, orange fabric.
24 Narrow-necked jar in micaceous, grey fabric
with several untidy burnished lines on the
exterior.
25 Flat-rimmed dish in grey fabric, covered
with a green lead-glaze.
26 Cheese wring in coarse grey fabric tem-
pered with crushed grog; some of the larger
particles have burnt out, leaving a vesicular
appearance.
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Fig. 76 Derby Racecourse 1974: coarse pottery nos. l-26. Scale l:4.

16

with cream slip. A Flavian-Trajanic type.
30-3 I Two sherds, not joining but probably
from the same vessel; barbotine circles alter-
nating with panels of barbotine dots. Grey
fabric with polished exterior.
32 Two joining sherds (from a straight-sided

14

2

17't9

18

27 Segmental bowl in burnished, micaceous,
grey fabric.
28 Segmental bowl in smooth, micaceous,
orange fabric with white painted decoration on
the flange.
29 Flagon neck in rough, yellow-orange fabric
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beaker or bowl?) in light grey fabric with a
polished black exterior. The crudely-excavated
barbotine decoration apparently represents
birds, beneath a line of barbotine dots.

Comment: this was the earliest stratified group
from the excarzation. The associated samian
was Flavian or Flavian-Trajanic: in addition to
the illustrated pieces (nos.l-7, 49-50), the
plain samian comprised sherds of forms
15/17, 18 and 67. A terminal date early in the
second century AD is indicated.

(ii) From Kiln Group 8
All the fabrics are micaceous.

Jars
33 Rustic ware, fine yellow-orange fabric.
Kiln 8A.
34 Rustic ware, grey fabric. Kiln 88.
35 Yellow-orange fabric with grey core. Kiln
8A.
36 Grey-brown fabric. Kiln 8A.
37 Orange fabric. Kiln 8A.
38 Rouletted jar in a fine fabric varying from
grey to orange in colour. Burnished on rim and
shoulder. Kiln 8A.
39 Grey fabric, rouletted. Stokehole.
40 Fine buff fabric, rouletted. Stokehole.
4l Fine yellow fabric, burnished on exterior.
Kiln 8A.
42 Fine yellow-orange fabric. Stokehole.
43 Grey fabric. Stokehole.
M Bulf fabric. Kiln 8A.
45 Grey flabric. Stokehole.
46 Yellow-orange fabric. Stokehole.
47 Fine yellow-orange fabric. Kiln 8A.
48 Grey fabric. Kiln 8A.
49 Light grey fabric. Kiln 8A.
50 Light brown fabric, grey exterior. Kiln 88.
5l Grey-buff fabric. Stokehole.
52 Grey fabric. Stokehole.
53 Patchy grey-buff fabric with burnished
lattice. Kiln 88.
54 Grey fabric. Kiln 8A.

Bowls
55 Imitation of samian form 37 in line orange
fabric. Stokehole.
56 Light grey fabric with dark grey polished
surfaces. Kiln 88.
57 Fine yellow-orange fabric. Kiln 8A.
58 Fine yellow-orange fabric. Two joining
sherds, from Kiln 8A and from the stokehole.
59 Fine yellow-orange fabric with a highly-
burnished cream slip. Kiln 8A.

l9l

Carinated vessels
60 Fine yellow fabric with bumished exterior.
Kiln 88.
6l Fine yellow-orange fabric with light bur-
nishing on exterior. Kiln 88.
62 Fine yellow fabric. Reconstructed from
joining fragments found in Kilns 8A and 88.

Narrow-necked jars
63 Fine yellow fabric. Kiln 8A.
64 Similar, but a larger vessel. Stokehole.

Bowls with stubby flange
65 Fine yellow-orange fabric with highly-
polished cream slip. Two joining sherds from
Kiln 88 and stokehole.
66 Fine, burnished, orange fabric. Kiln 88.

Wide-mouthed bowls
67 Fine orange fabric. Stokehole.
68 Gritty orange fabric. Kiln 88.
69 Lumpy grey fabric, lightly burnished on
rim and exterior. Kiln 8A.
70 Orange fabric with brownish surfaces, lightly
burnished on exterior. Kiln 88.
7l Orange fabric mottled grey on rim. Kiln
88.
72 Rim of a tall shapeless jar in fine yellow
fabric, lightly burnished on exterior. Kiln 88.
73 Flagon or flask neck, in fine yellow-buff
fabric, lightly bumished. Kiln 88.

Dishes
'74 Flat-rimmed dish with slight internal offset
at junctions of wall and base. The fabric is a

mottled colour, varying from yellow to grey.
Stokehole.
75 Fine pinky-orange fabric. Kiln 88.
76 Fine yellow-buff fabric. Three joining sherds

from Kiln 8A and the stokehole.
77 Fine yellow fabric. Four joining sherds
from Kiln 8A and the stokehole.
78 Fine orange-yellow fabric. Kiln 8B.
79 Orange-yellow fabric. Kiln 88.
80 Sandy grey fabric. Kiln 88.
8l Fine orange fabric with buff core. Stoke-
hole.

Lids
82 Grey fabric. Kiln 8A.
83 Orange fabric with grey core. Stokehole.

Comment: @-62 and 67-71 compare with vessels

found in the 1968 kiln excavations (Brassington,
l97l). The date of Kiln Group 8 has been
discussed on p.166 above: probably the second
quarter of the second century AD.
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(iii) From the bottom deposit of the well,
rr F24(D)
84 Narrow-necked jar in fine, micaceous,
cream fabric; interior surface a grey. Recon-
structed from fragments.
85 Rustic-ware jar in dark grey fabric. Recon-
ucted from fragments.
86 Light grey fabric with dark grey surfaces.
Dia. l3cm.
87 Rustic-ware jar in sandy, grey fabric with
dark grey surfaces. There is a deposit of soot
on the exterior.
88 Ring-necked flagon in micaceous, yellow-
brown fabric. Reconstructed from fragments.

Comment: probably a Hadrianic group, in
view of material from layer (C) immediately
above. (Nos.89-123).

(iv) From the main filling of the well, II
F24(C)
Jars
89 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
90 Rustic ware. Micaceous, light grey fabric.
9l Micaceous, orange fabric.
92 Blue-grey fabric.
93 Light grey fabric.
94 Micaceous, grey fabric.
95 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
96 Grey fabric.
97 Smooth grey fabric.
98 Micaceous, Iight grey fabric.
99 Harsh, gritty, yellow fabric.
100 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
l0l Micaceous, grey fabric.
102 Micaceous, grey fabric.
103 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
104 Micaceous, grey fabric.
105 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
106 Micaceous, grey fabric.
107 Grey fabric.
108 Light grey fabric.
109 Grey fabric.
I l0 Micaceous, grey fabric.
I I I Micaceous, grey fabric.
ll2 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
I 13 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
ll4 Grey fabric with a green lead-glaze.
I l5 Black-burnished ware, category l. A
Hadrianic-Antonine type.
l16 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
ll7 Micaceous, grey fabric, lightly burnished
on rim and exterior.

Bowls
I l8 Micaceous, grey fabric.
ll9 Micaceous, orange fabric.
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120 Fine, hard, micaceous, orange fabric,
burnished on rim and exterior.
l2l Grey fabric.
122 Pinky-orange fabric with Brey core.

Lid
123 Micaceous, orange fabric, but grey around
the lip.
Comment: most of the pottery in this group
consisted of second<entury local wares. There
were a few sherds of Flavian-Trajanic and
Trajanic samian (decorated pieces, Fig.nos.8-
9) and some sherds ofblack-burnished ware. A
Hadrianic date is suggested.

(v) From the well, II F24(B)
Jars
124 Micaceous, grey fabric with facets of
burnishing on rim and exterior.
125-6 Micaceous, grey fabric, burnished on
rim and exterior.
127 Micaceous, grey fabric. Rouletted.
128 Micaceous, grey fabric with facets of
burnishing on rim and exterior.
129 Quartz-gritted, orange,'pre-Derbyshire'
ware.
130 Sandy, buff fabric.
l3l Micaceous, grey-buff fabric, lightly bur-
nished on rim and exterior.
132 Rustic ware, micaceous grey fabric.
133 Orange fabric, burnished on rim and
exterior.
134 Grey-buff fabric, lightly burnished on
rim and exterior.
135 Micaceous, grey-buff fabric.
136 'Soapy', shell-tempered fabric, varying
from orange to grey.
137 Micaceous, grey fabric.
138 Micaceous fabric, varying from orange
to grey. Rouletted.
139 Fine, yellow-orange fabric burnished on
rim and neck. Rouletted.
140 Micaceous, grey fabric.
l4l Micaceous, bufl fabric.
142 Micaceous, grey fabric.
143 Micaceous, brownish-grey fabric. Recon-
structed from fragments.
l4 Micaceous, grey fabric. Reconstructed
from fragments.
145 Micaceous, grey-buff fabric.
146 Micaceous, grey fabric.
147 Micaceous, grey-buff fabric.
148 Harsh, micaceous, orange fabric with
horizontal scoring on the body.
149 Quartz-gritted, grey,'pre-Derbyshire'
ware.
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150 Quartz-gritted'pre-Derbyshire' ware,
orange with grey core.
l5l Micaceous, grey fabric.
152 Large jar with distorted rim. Sandy grey
fabric with facets of burnishing on rim and
exterior.
153 Large jar in micaceous, sandy grey fabric.

Bowls
154 Micaceous, orange-brown fabric.
155 Fine, micaceous, orange fabric.
156 Micaceous, orange-buff fabric.
157 Smooth, micaceous, grey fabric.
158 Micaceous, orange-buff fabric.
159 Micaceous, sandy, orange-buff fabric.
160 Micaceous, grey fabric. Probably cari-
nated bowl.
l6l Micaceous, orange fabric with grey core.
Rouletted. Fits with a sherd from layer (A)
above.
162 Micaceous, orange fabric.
163 Micaceous, sandy, grey fabric, lightly
burnished on rim and exterior.
l& Micaceous, grey fabric.
165 Sandy, grey fabric. The rim is distorted.
16 Micaceous, grey fabric.
167 Micaceous, yellow-orange fabric.
168 Smooth, micaceous, prey fabric, burnished
on upper part. Reconstructed from fragments.
169 Sandy, orange fabric, lightly burnished
on exterior.
170-2 Fine, micaceous, orange-buff fabric
with traces of a polished cream slip.
173 Micaceous fabric, brownish-grey exterior
and orange interior, with traces of a polished
cream slip.

Dishes
174 Black-burnished ware, category l. Gillam
318, cADl60-200. Several sherds fit from layer
(A) above.
175-6 Black-burnished ware, category L cf.
Gil lam 306, cAD 120-160.
177 Base in black-burnished ware, category
t.
178 Micaceous, grey fabric.
179 Fine, micaceous, orange-buff fabric with
traces of a cream slip.
180 Micaceous, pinky-orange fabric.
l8l Micaceous, grey fabric.
182 Fine, micaceous, buff fabric with traces
of a polished cream slip on rim and interior.
183 Micaceous, grey fabric with buff core.
184 Micaceous, orange fabric.
185 Fine, burnished, hard, cream fabric. The
flange is decorated with a lattice design in
brown paint.
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186 Micaceous, sandy, grey fabric.
187 Micaceous, orange fabric.
188 Micaceous, grey flabric.
189 Micaceous, grey fabric.
190 Fine, micaceous, yellow-orange fabric.
l9l-2 Fine, micaceous, grey fabric with bur-
nished surfaces.

Lids
193 Fine, micaceous, buff fabric with grey
core, burnished on upper surflace.
194 Micaceous, grey fabric.
195 Micaceous, grey fabric.
196 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
197 Fine, micaceous, pinky-orange fabric.
198 Micaceous, grey fabric.
199 Flagon handle in hard cream fabric.

Comment: mostly second-century local wares.
The associated samian included sherds of
Hadrianic-Antonine date. (decorated pieces,
Fig.80 nos.l0-14). The black-burnished dish,
Gillam 318, is an Antonine type. Although the
great bulk of the pottery is undoubtedly
somewhat earlier, a terminal date within the
Antonine period is therefore certain.

(vi) From the well, II F24(A)
200 Rouletted jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
201 Jar in sandy, buff fabric with light grey
core.
202 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric with light
brown core.
203 Jar in micaceous, sandy, grey-buff fabric.
2U Jar in micaceous, orange fabric, smoothed
on rim and exterior.
205 Jar in smooth, 'soapy', micaceous, grey
fabric with reddish-brown core.
206 Jar in micaceous, fawn fabric with grey
core, burnished on rim and exterior.
207 Wide-mouthed bowl in micaceous, sandy,
orange fabric, lightly burnished on exterior.
208 Cordoned bowl in micaceous, orange
fabric.
209 Lid-seated jar in 'soapy', shell-tempered
fabric. Colour varies from brown to black.
210 Jar in micaceous, sandy, buff fabric.
2ll Rim of jar in hard, thin, Derbyshire
ware.
212 Segmental bowl in hard, micaceous fabric,
colour varies from orange to grey. Rim distorted.
213 Segmental bowl in micaceous, grey fabric,
covered on all surfaces with green lead-glaze.
214 Rim of a hammer-head mortarium in
cream fabric with patchy orange slip. A
Hartshill-Mancetter product and a type not
forrnd befbre cAD200.
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215 Lid in micaceous grey fabric.
216-7 Dishes with grooved rims in black-
bumished ware, category l. Gillam 317, cADl3G
220.

Comment: layers (A) and (B) represent an
accumulation over the abandoned well-shaft,
ll F24. The associated samian from layer (A)
included sherds of Hadrianic-Antonine date
(decorated fragment Fig.80 no.l7). There were
several sherds of Derbyshire ware, which is
usually present in Antonine levels, and the
hammer-head mortarium is of a type not found
before cAD200. The terminal date for the
group cannot, therefore, be placed before this,
although pottery of earlier date is present, e.g.
no.2l3.

(vii) From the quarry ditch south of the
Roman road, III F60
218 Ring-necked flagon in micaceous, cream
fabric.
219 Narrow-necked jar in micaceous, grey
fabric.
220 Lid-seated jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
221 Small jar or beaker in micaceous, cream
fabric, with slight traces of a pale orange slip
or paint on the surfaces.
222-3 Jars in micaceous, grey fabric.
224-9 Cooking pots in black-burnished ware,
category l.
230 Wide-mouthed bowl in micaceous, light
grey fabric. The rim is distorted.
231 Wide-mouthed bowl in micaceous, sandy,
grey fabric.
232 Mortarium in cream fabric with multi-
coloured grits. Mancetter-Hartshill. This is a

form made by G. Attius Marinus, cADlO0-
l 30.

Comment: a small quantity of Derbyshire ware
(not illus.) was present. There were three sherds
of samian, the latest being a fragment of form
37, probably Cinnamus ii, rADl50-180. The
terminal date for the group therefore probably
lies within the second half of the second century.

(viii) From the ditch north of the Roman
road, VII Fl(B)
233 Large jar in micaceous, sandy, grey fabric.
The rustication is very faint.
234 Rustic-ware jar in micaceous, sandy, grey
fabric.
235 Rustic-ware jar in hard, micaceous, grey
fabric with facets of burnishing on the shoulder.
236 Rustic-ware jar, fabric as 235.
237 Rouletted jar in micaceous, buff-grey
fabric.
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238 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
239 Jar in micaceous, light grey fabric.
240 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
241 Jar in rather lumpy, grey fabric.
242 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
243 Rim (of narrow-mouthed jar?) in mi-
caceous, sandy, orange fabric with grey core'
24 Cooking pot in black-burnished ware,
category l. A Hadrianic-Antonine type.
245 Jar in micaceous, brownish-grey fabric.
246 Lid-seated jar in rough, micaceous, sandy,
grey fabric with buff-grey core.
247 Lid-seated jar in hard, micaceous, orange
fabric tempered with quartz.
248 Lid-seated jar in 'soapy', shell-tempered
fabric, the colour varying from orange to grey.
The inclusions have burned out on the exterior,
leaving a vesicular effect.
249 Lid-seated jar in quartz-tempered, orange-
buff,'pre-Derbyshire' ware.
250 Bowl in micaceous, grey fabric with highly-
polished black surfaces.
251-2 Flanged dishes in micaceous, grey fabric.
253 Reeded-rim dish in micaceous, grey fabric.
254 Dish in micaceous, grey fabric.
255 Small dish in thick, micaceous, grey fabric.
Half of the bowl survives; in this are two holes
95mm apart. The spacing suggests that originally
there were four holes, perhaps for suspending
the vessel.

Comment: associated pottery included a single
sherd of samian, probably Trajanic and a

fragment oi mortarium, dated to the second or
very early-third century. There was no Derby-
shire ware present. A Hadrianic-Antonine date
is suggested for the grouP.

(ix) From the ditch north of the Roman
road, L/II Fl(C)
25G7 Flagon necks in micaceous, cream fabric.
258 Narrow-mouthed jar in micaceous, sandy,
grey fabric.
259-61 Jars in micaceous, grey fabric.
262 Jar in quartz-tempered, buff-orange fabric
with grey core.
263 Jar in micaceous, orange-buff fabric.
2@ Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.
265 Cooking pot in black-burnished ware,
category l. A Hadrianic-Antonine type.
266-7 Lid-seated jars in quartz-tempered,
orange,'pre-Derbyshire' ware.
268 Jar in hard, sandy, orange fabric.
269 As 266-7.
270 Wide-mouthed bowl in micaceous, grey
fabric.
271 Sherd in micaceous, blue-grey fabric
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decorated with lozenge-shaped panels of bar-
botine dots.
272 Segmental bowl in micaceous, brownish-
grey fabric. Dia. l6cm.
273 Segmental bowl in a streaky, grey-and-
orange fabric. Reconstructed from fragments.

Comment: associated pottery comprised a

fragment of samian form 31, early to mid-
Antonine; and the base and body of a Derby-
shire ware jar (not illus.). An Antonine date is
therefore certain for this group, but there is
nothing to indicate a date very late within the
period.

(x) From the well, VI F121
274 Tankard in micaceous, light grey fabric,
burnished on exterior. Reconstructed from
fragments. cf . Gillam 180, cAD120-150.
2'15 Carinated bowl in micaceous, light grey
fabric. The flange is broken. A Flavian-Trajanic
type.

Comment: a large quantity of second-century
pottery came from the well filling, all very
similar to the stratified groups from II F24
and l/ll Fl(A) and (B), which are illustrated
above. The two vessels, 274-5, are rather more
unusual for the site and were considered to be

worth publishing.

(xi) From the well, I F73
276 Large jar in micaceous, sandy, grey fabric,
burnished on exterior.
277 A very wide vessel in micaceous, sandy,
grey fabric.
278 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric, burnished
on rim and exterior.
278 Narrow-mouthed jar in micaceous, orange
fabric.
280 Lid-seated jar in quartz-tempered, orange-
buf[,'pre-Derbyshire' ware.
281 Ring-necked flagon in cream fabric.
282 Small beaker in micaceous, grey fabric
with a dark grey, polished exterior. Found
complete.
283 Bowl in micaceous, grey fabric.
284 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric.

Comment: there were five sherds of samian,
nothing later in date than early Antonine
(decorated fragment, Fig.8l no.l8). No Derby-
shire ware was present. Perhaps an early-
Antonine date is appropriate for the group.

(xii) From the well, V F58(C)
285 Lid-seated jar in hard, sandy, blue-grey
fabric with a band of incised decoration on the
shoulder.
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286 Mortarium in cream fabric with pinkish
core and red grit. Mancetter-Hartshill, cADlTG
230.
287-9 Derbyshire ware rims.
290 Sherd from a cooking pot in black-
burnished ware, category l. The untidy lattice
is slightly obtuse-angled, a feature not found
earlier than cAD230.
201 Nene Valley beaker in off-white fabric
with matt, tan colour coat. Gillam 78, cADl9G
230.
292 Nene Valley beaker in off-white fabric
with matt, dark brown colour coat. cf. Ver-
ulamium Vol.l, fig.l3l, no.1059, from a deposit
dated cAD200-275.
293 Nene Valley beaker in off-white fabric
with a dark grey, 'metallic', colour coat which
has been partially removed by soil conditions
at the bottom of the well. Reconstructed from
fragments, cf . Gillam 92, cADl80-250.

Comment: this group came from the lowest
filling of the well. A date within the second
quarter of the third century is suggested.

(xiii) From the pit, V F95
294 Cooking pot in black-burnished ware,
category l. cf. Gillam 135, cADl70-250.
295 Small cooking pot in black-burnished
ware, category l. cf. Gillom 145, but the angle
of the lattice is more obtuse on the Derby
vessel. cAD230-300.
296 Base of a Nene Valley bag-shaped beaker
with traces of barbotine decoration. Off-white
labric with matt, tan colour coat, shading to
black in patches on the exterior. Probably a

vessel such as Gillam 79, cAD220-260.
297 Sherd from a Nene Valley folded beaker
decorated with barbotine scales. Off-white fabric
with matt, brown colour coat on the exterior;
metallic purple on the interior. Perhaps Gillam
93, rAD210-250.
298 Jar in coarse, vesicular, grey fabric.
299 Rim in dark grey, shell-tempered fabric.
3m-7 Derbyshire ware rims.
308 Mortarium in cream fabric with black
grit. Mancetter-Hartshill, cADl70-230.
309 Mortarium in cream fabric with black
grit. Mancetter-Hartshill, cADl70-230.

Comment: this group appears to be approxi-
mately contemporary with that from the well,
V F58(C), above. A date within the second
quarter of the third century is suggested.

(xiv) From the pit, V Fl
310-ll Derbyshire ware jars. Reconstructed
from fragments.
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312-19 Derbyshire ware rims.
320 Large, square-rimmed jar in micaceous,
sandy, grey fabric with dark grey exterior.
321 Rim of cooking pot in black-burnished
ware, category l. Apparently represents the
type with an oversailing rim, e.g. Gillam 146,
which has a starting date of cAD280.
322 Rim of cooking pot in black-burnished
ware, category l.
323 Wide-mouthed bowl in grey fabric, bur-
nished on rim and exterior.
324 Straight-sided flanged bowl in black-
burnished ware, category l.
325 Straight-sided flanged bowl in micaceous,
sandy, grey fabric with black surfaces. Burnished.
326 Pie-dish with rounded triangular rim in
black-burnished ware, category 2. cf. Gillom
225, cAD2N-250.
327 Plain-rimmed dish in micaceous, light
grey fabric.
328 Plain-rimmed dish in black-burnished
ware, category L cf. Gillam329, cADl90-340.
329 Mortarium in cream fabric with black
grit. Mancetter-Hartshill, third century AD.
330 Mortarium in cream fabric with red and
black grit. Mancetter-Hartshill, cADl90-250.

Comment: there were other sherds of Nene
Valley colour-coated ware (not illus.), mainly
third-century types, but including part of a
segmental dish imitating samian form 36, which
is not likely to date before the end olthe third
century. The terminal date for the group must
be placed in the late third century AD.
(xv) From construction pit of the lvell, I
Fs(B)
331 Mortarium rim in cream flabric. Man-
cetter-Hartshill, cAD280-360, but probably
fourth century.
332 Rim of a very large storage jar in shell-
tempered, buff fabric with grey core.
333 Derbyshire ware jar.
334 Rim of cooking pot in black-burnished
ware, category l.
335 Straight-sided flanged bowl in grey fabric.

Comment: a small group of fourth-century
date.

(xvi) From the well, I Fs(D)
336 Neck of narrow-mouthed flagon in Nene
Valley colour-coated ware. Buff fabric with
dark brown slip. A fourth-century type.
337 Rim of cooking pot in black-burnished
ware, category l. Apparently from a vessel
with an oversailing rim, characteristic of the
late-third and fourth centuries.
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338-9 Derbyshire ware rims.
340 Large, straight-sided flanged bowl in
micaceous, sandy, grey fabric.
341 Straight-sided flanged bowl in grey fabric.
342 Straight-sided flanged bowl in micaceous,
grey fabric.
343 Flanged bowl in sandy, orange-brown
fabric with grey core. Bumished.
344 Plain-rimmed dish in micaceous, light
grey fabric.

Comment: there was also the base of a Nene
Valley dish or bowl (not illus.) in coarse, thick,
buff fabric with light brown colour-coat,
probably fourth century. This group came
from the bottom of the well and is undoubtedly
o[ lourth-century date.

(xvii) From the well, I Fs(A)
345-62 Derbyshire ware rims. The great bulk
of the pottery from this deposit consisted of
Derbyshire ware.
363 Jar in micaceous, grey fabric, lightly
burnished on rim and exterior.
3U Rim of jar or large beaker in micaceous,
grey fabric.
365 Rim of a Nene Valley colour-coated
beaker in buff-orange fabric. The slip is black
on the exterior and tan on the interior. Probably
Gillam 58, fourth century.
366 Rim of beaker similar to 365. Orange
fabric with grey core; black slip.
367 Sherd lrom a Nene Valley bulbous beaker
in orange-buff fabric with black slip. The untidy
ecoration is in thin, white barbotine applied
over the colour<oat.
368 Base of a Nene Valley colour-coated
beaker in orange-buff fabric with black slip,
tan on interior.
369 Similar to 358, but a brown colour-coat.
370 Micaceous, sandy, grey fabric.
371 Wide-mouthed bowl in micaceous, light
grey fabric.

Straight-sided flanged bowls
372 Smooth, micaceous, grey fabric.
373 Smooth, silvery-grey fabric.
374 Sandy, orange-brown fabric with grey
core, partly burnished. Reconstructed from
fragments.
375 Micaceous, grey fabric.
376 Smooth, micaceous, grey fabric.
377 Smooth, micaceous, light grey fabric.
378 Micaceous, light grey fabric.
379 Micaceous, grey fabric.
380 Smooth, micaceous, dark grey fabric.
381 Mortarium in cream fabric wjth red and
black grit. Mancetter-Hartshill, cAD250-300.
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382 Mortarium in cream fabric with reddish-
brown painted stripes. Mancetter-Hartshill,
c50-300.
383 Straight-sided dish in black-burnished
ware, category l. Gillam 329, cADl90-340.
384 Straight-sided dish in smooth, micaceous,
light grey fabric.
385 Straight-sided dish in micaceous, sandy,
grey fabric.

Comment: this group came from the top layer
of the well filling. The colour-coated wares
also included two bases from segmental dishes
(or similar) in very thick, coarse fabrics of
fourth-century type. The group is certainly of
fourth-century date, but there is nothing that
need be placed later than the mid-fourth century.

in the kilns at Little Chester (Brassington,
l97l). The unusual thinness ofthe flange is a
feature sometimes affected by early-second-
century potters like Septuminus. There is little
doubt that this mortarium should be dated,

THE MORTARIA
By K.F. HARTLEY

All the mortaria were examined and identilied by Mrs. Hartley and her comments have

been incorporated into the descriptions in the stratified pottery groups. A number of
pieces were selected for fuller treatment and Mrs. Hartley's comments are given for
those published below.

Notes on Fig.88
386 A mortarium in orange-brown fabric
with bluish-grey core and the remains of a

cream slip. No other example of this semi-
literate stamp is known but the fabric, which is

an unusual one, fits perfectly with production
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like his, to the period ADl00-130. VIII, from
the ditch north of the Roman road.
387 A mortarium in hard cream fabric
tempered with line grit and with a few dark
brown trituration grits. The stamp is from a
die giving IVNM with S reversed and using
the beginning of the frame for the letter I; the
details of the border are not impressed in the
Little Chester stamp. VI F4l.
388 A flange fragment in hard cream fabric.
The fragmentary stamp is from a die giving
IVNM retrograde, which is never completely
impressed. Unstratified.

These stamps are from two of the many dies
used by lunius who had kilns at Hartshill and
Mancetter. He appears to have shared one kiln
at Hartshill with Bruscius and one at Mancetter
with Sarrius, both potters whose work occurs
on the Antonine Wall. 9l stamps of Iunius are
known (excluding those from kilns) and his
work is widespread, but its virtual absence
from Antonine forts in Scotland (one example)
contrasts sharply with the distribution of many
similar Warwickshire potters, suggesting that
most of his activity was at a time when the
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Antonine Wall was not in use. Iunius was also
one of a small group of potters at Mancetter,
who introduced new, sometimes near hammer
head, sometimes wall-sided rim forms, from
which the ubiquitous hammerhead mortaria of
the third and fourth centuries developed. His
rim forms also fit with a late date, cADl55-
r 85.
389 A wall-sided mortarium in fine-textured,
creamy white fabric with blackish trituration
grit. An incomplete, poorly-impressed stamp
reading IVM //// is impressed along the
rim wall. No other stamps from the same die
are known but the fabric and grit are typical of
the Mancetter-Hartshill potteries. The practice
of stamping along the rim was always unusual
in Britain but was experimented with cADl55-
185 by potters like Bruscius, Iunius, Carita-,
Maurius and Sarrius who all worked at Man-
cetter. This stamp may perhaps be from yet
another die of Iunius. ADl55-185. VI (2) and
(6). (Two sherds).
390 A mortarium in heavily tempered cream
fabric with red brown and quartz trituration
grit. The potter's stamp is from the same die as
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others, which, when collated, permit the reading
VRDS retrograde; the meaning is uncertain.
Stamps from the same die are now known
from Cirencester; Grantham Museum (pro-
venance uncertain); Holditch; Little Chester
(three) and Water Newton. The rim profiles
indicate a date cADl20-l60.III (3) and (6).
(Three sherds).
391 A mortarium flange in cream fabric with
a thick pinkish core. A graffito, ante cocturom
has been scored across the flange in imitation
of the usual potter's stamp. This practice was
very uncommon and the few examples which
are known occur quite sporadically. The fabric
suggests manufacture in the Midlands and the
rim-proflrle a date in the mid-second century. I
(2).
392 A mortarium in hard, pinkish-cream
fabric. This is very similar to mortaria made by
Septuminus who certainly worked at Little
Chester for some part of his life (Brassington,
1971, 53, no.l2l in orange fabric). The primary
clay used by the Little Chester potters was one
which produced either orange or grey fabric,
according to firing conditions. Most of Sep-
tuminus' mortaria are in a softish cream fabric
and there is evidence from Mancetter to suggest

that he had a workshop there; his usual fabric
fits well with production there in the early
second century. However, the presence of a

waster in cream fabric (no.120, tDld.) in the
pedestal of one of the Little Chester kilns,
raises the possibility that mortaria in cream
fabric were also made there. This waster is an
unusual colour, no doubt due to having been

re-fired in the pedestal, probably to a higher
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temperature than the original firing. This could
have warped and cracked it but there is some
supporting evidence to suggest that mortaria
were made in the area in cream fabric, though
it was perhaps produced on a smaller scale
than the normal one. It is highly probable that
Septuminus had workshops at both sites, a

likely enough occurrence where potteries were
so close. It is, therefore, not possible to attribute
this sherd to either production site with certainty.
ADl00-135. VI F46, a hearth.
393 A mortarium in hard cream fabric. This
could well be a product of the Little Chester
kilns; no parallel is known for the form. I (2).

IRON.AGE POTTERY
Notes on Fig.t9
394 Rim in hard, lumpy, dark grey fabric
tempered with sand and small particles of
quartz. From VI F4l, a shallow depression
above the filled-in well Fl2l.
395 Base, fabric as 394. From VI F126, a
shallow depression which also yielded a sherd
of Hadrianic-Antonine samian.
396 Sherd in thick, hard fabric tempered with
large particles of quartz. The colour is buff-red
on the exterior, shading to dark grey on the
interior. From VI F126.

These three sherds of iron-age pottery came
from features of Roman date, but they must
indicate the presence of an earlier settlement in
the vicinity of the Racecourse industrial site.
Part of a triangular clay loomweight of iron
age type was found in the late-first- to early-
second-century well VI F124.

I
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Fig. 89 Derby Racecourse 1974: iron age pottery. Scale l:2.
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THE COINS

VESPASIAN (69-79\
AR denarius. Good. R.LC., 42

IIMP CAES]VESP AVG P M COS IIII
Laureate head right
AVGVR TRI POT
Simpulum, sprinkler, jug and lituus
AD12-74.
1126l ll F24(A)

VESPASIAN OT TITUS
AR denarius, heavily burnt.
llsll vI (2)

DOMITIAN (81-96)
As. Fair but corroded.
UMP CAES DOMITI AVC GERM COS XIII
lcENs PER P PI
Laureate head right.
[FIDEI PVB]LICAE SC
Fides draped, standing right, holding corn ears

and poppy downwards in right hand and dish
of fruits balanced on raised left.
AD87
u87l vr F4e

As. Good but corroded.
trMP CAESI DOMIT AVG GERMI
Laureate head right
Reverse: standing figure.

lr55l vI (2)

TRAJAN (98-l l7)
Dupondius. Good but slightly corroded.

UMP CAE]S NERVAE TRAIANO AVG
GERIDACPMTRPCOSVPPI
Laureate head right
SPQR OPTIMO PRINCIPI SC
Roma seated left on cuirass.
ADl04-lll
tr0l r (l)
HADRTAN (ll7-138)
Sesrerlius. Good.
HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P
Laureate head right
IFoRTVNAI AVG SC
Fortuna, draped, standing left, holding rudder
in right hand and cornucopia in left.
ADI l9-138.
[99] III (4), road metalling.

,{s. Fair.
IHADIRIANVS AVGTSTVSI
Reverse: uncertain, figure standing left. SC.

ll73l v (2)

Sestertius. Heavily burnt.

[37] II (l)

209

ELAGABALUS (218-222)

Denarius. Poor.
UMP ANITONINVS PM AVG
Reverse: P M TR P IIII? COS III[P P]
Figure seated left.
0361 r (3)

Denorius. Fair. R.LC., 88

IMP ANTONINVS PIVS AVG
Reverse: UNVICTVSI SACERDOS AVG
Elagabalus standing left, sacrificing over altar
and holding a club.

te6l r (2)

SEVERVS ALEXANDER (222-23s)

Denorius. Good but corroded.
rMP SEV ALEIXAIND [AVG]
Reverse: [P M] TR P VI COS IIIPP l
Aequitas? draped, standing left.
AD227
[51] rrl (2)

GALLIENUS (253-268)
AE Antoninianus. Fair, reverse poor.
rMP GALLIEINVS AVGI
Reverse: uncertain
[7e] I (2)

AE Antoniniazns. Fair. R./.C., l8l
GALLIENVS AVG
Reverse: DIANAEICONS AVGI
Antelope walking right? [43] I (2)

AE Antoniniaras. Poor. R./.C. l8l
IGALLIENVS AVGI
Reverse: IDIANAE]CONS AVG
Antelope walking left.
[34] vI (r)
SALONINA (253-268)
AE Antoninionur. Poor. R.I.C., 16

lcoR SALoNINA AVGI
Reverse: UVNONI CONS AVGI
Doe walking left.

t6l r (r)
vrcroRINUS (268-270)
AE Antoninianas. Good. R.I.C.' 67

lrMP clvrcToRINVs P F AVG
Reverse: SALVS AVG
Salus standing right, feeding serpent held in
arms.
t88l r (2)

AE Antoninianus. Poor.
Obverse illegible. Victorinus?
Reverse: [VIRTVS AVG]?
Virtus standing right, holding spear and leaning
on shield.

[50] II (2)
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VICTORINUS oT TETRICUS I
AE Antoninionus. Illegible.
u7) v (2)
As above

[48] vrrr (l)
TETRICVS | (27G273)
AE Antoninianas. Poor.
IMPCTETIRICVSPFAVGI
Reverse: illegible
tr40l vr (2)

CLAUDIUS GOTHTCVS (268-270)
AE Antoninianus. Poor.
IMPIC CLAVDTVIS AVG
Reverse: [CONSER AVG?]
Serapis standing left, holding sceptre.
[46] r (2)

AE Antoninianz,s. Poor.
lrMPlc cl-AlvDrvsl AvG
Reverse illegible
[3U r (r)

AE Antoninianas, barbarous,
Illegible: probably a copy of Claudius Gothicus.
1106l r F5(A)

HOUSE OF CONSTANTINE
AE3. Poor.
lvRBs RoMAI
Reverse: wolf and twins left: above two stars.
AD33G335
[23] r (l)
ILLEGIBLE
As or dupondius: [18] I (2)

ll20l rrr (2)

[e] vr (r)
Denarius: [82] III (2)

Third<entury radiates: t5l I (l)
1160l rI (2)
l23s) ttt/v baulk (3)

t30l v (r)
Barbarous radiates:122') | (l)

cAD27G300 [95] III F80
ll3l rv (r)
[3e] vr (l)
ll5l vr (2)

te4l vr (2)
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ll50l vr (2)

AE coins, uncertain: tl9l I (l)
(l)

GLASS
By the LATE DOROTHY CHARLES-
WORTH

None of the fragments was considered to be
worth illustrating.
I Beaker rim in colourless glass, slight milky
weathering. Tip of rim rounded and thickened
in the flame, faint cut line below. Shape of
vessel not determinable. t ate-first to second
century. [II] Unstratified.
2 Fragments from the rim and side of a small
jar or beaker. Natural green glass, tip of rim
infolded. First to second century. |19) l/ll
(2).
3 Part of a base, concave with a pointed
mark, in poor, bubbly, natural green glass.
Type of vessel not determined. First to second
century. [48] I (2).
4 Fragments from the base and side of an
unidentified vessel in thin greenish glass. Could
be any date within first to fourth century, but
not late fourth. II (3A).
5 Small colourless fragments, not identified.
[203] rr (4).
6 Fragment of a square bottle, natural green
glass. Late-first to mid-second century. [233] I
( l7).
7 Convex fragment with ribs, green glass,
probably from a flagon. late-first to second
century. [86] II F39.
8 Part of the neck ofa vessel in poor, bubbly,
colourless glass. Not identifed. ln\ I F54.
9 Part of rim and neck of a bottle, natural
green glass. Rim infolded and flattened. Late-
first to mid-second century. I22Ol I F73.
l0 End of the 'tail' of the lower sticking part
of a handle from a conical bodied flagon in
green glass. Late first to mid-second century.
lr98l rrr F7.
I I Fragment of the lower sticking part of a
handle in natural green glass. First to second
century. [49] VI (2).

(2)
l24l
t60l

METALWORK
By M. DAWSON

Brooches from the excavation are listed separately, in D. MacKreth's report. The other
objects of metal were examined by M. Dawson, and descriptions of the remaining finds
are by J. Dool.
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Fig. 90 Derby Racecourse 1974: objects of bronze nos. l-15. Scale l:l
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Bronzework
Notes on Fig.90
I Finger-ring: slightly irregular oval with inset
bezel. The bezel is set with turquoise enamel
(identified by J. Bayley, A.M. Laboratory).
[22r] r F5l.
2 Fragment of finger-ring with inset bezel.
tezl tY (2).
3 Finger-ring or knife ferrule. A wide, flat
ring decorated with six concentric lines. [216]v F95.
4 Annular brooch of Fowler type C or
suspension ring and hook. This artifact is so
fragile that it is difflrcult to see it performing
successfully as a brooch, although there is an
almost identical example from Colchester
(Crummy, 1983, fig. 16, no.97). Fowler dates
these to the first century AD. !l4l V Fl6.
5 Half of a bracelet with the surviving
terminal in the shape of a snake's head. [130]vr (2).
6 Button and loop fastener with an elliptical
hollow boss and triangular shank. This type
does not fall into Wild's classification (Wild,
1970) and does not appear to have any published
parallels. [213] I (ll).
7 Possible head and shank of button and
loop fastener, inset with blue enamel in an
uneven, four segmented swirling pattern.
Although probably intended as symmetrical,
the pattern is actually a swirl of two lobed
segments and two crescents. This button and
loop fastener falls into Wild's Type Vb (Wild,
te7o, 140, fig.l). [8]. Iv (l).
8 Small, semi-circular loop with pierced
keyhole terminals. This has no clear, direct
parallels: one possibility is that it is a small
military helmet handle (Allason-Jones, 1984,
166' 3.421), although its small size suggests
that it may be a buckle loop (Crummy, 1983,
fig.56, 1813. 1815. and 129 ftg.l$.4l73). It is
almost certainly not a casket handle. [84] V (l).
9 A broken ligula made from bronze rod.
The slightly oval, spatulate blade is marginally
offset. The spoon handle is gently curved and
undecorated. [64] II F24 (b).
l0 Pin which has been bent and broken in
antiquity so that only the terminal remains.
The body of the terminal is decorated with cast
raised scales whilst the top cone is undecorated,
separated from the scales by two fine bands.
[45] vr (r).
I I Broken pin with double disc, spool and
bead terminal. [39] VI (2).
12 Broken pin with disc, spool and conical
decorated terminal U22) Vl (2).
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13 Long pin with no terminal; slightly bent.
ll68l rr (3A).
14 Fragments of pin with diagonal incised
decoration at one end; terminal now lost. [95]
v (2).
l5 Pin; unusually this round section pin has a
squared end but has now no terminal. [207]I F59.
16 Not illustrated. Pin fragment, terminal
now lost. Slightly bent, 72mm x l.5mm dia.
u47l t (2).
17 Not illustrated. Pin with now fragmentary
flat terminal. 45mm long, circular section 2.5mm.
[2] v (l).
l8 Not illustrated. Undecorated pin c5mm
long. [7] V (l).
19 Not illustrated. Pin fragment, perhaps part
of a brooch. t65l I (2).
20 Not illustrated. Broken brooch pin. [193]II F29.

Notes on Fig.91
2l Undecorated stud. [05] VI (2).
22 Small hook of sheet bronze and securing
rivet. [25] V (l).
23 Not illustrated. Ring fragment. t83] I (2).
24 Not illustrated. Strip fragment, 28mm x
3mm. [80] I (2).
25 Not illustrated. Strip fragment. [109]I F5.
26 Not illustrated. Strip fragment. t58l III
(2).
27 Not illustrated. Red fragment. VIII (3).
28 Not illustrated. Bent rod fragment, 4mm
dia., 69mm long. [66] VIII (3).
29 Not illustrated. Bar fragment. [87] II (2).
30 Not illustrated. Bar fragment. [97] VI (2).
3l Not illustrated. Plate fragment. [91] IV
(2).
32 Not illustrated. Plate fragment. [75] V (l).
33 Not illustrated. Fragment of plate with
ribbed decoration. [43] VI (l).
Ironwork
Notes on Fig.9l
34 Iron bill. The iron bill found at Derby is
an almost precise parallel for the iron bill
found by Prof. Manning at Usk. (Rees, 1979,
381, frg.226) and has been discussed briefly by
Rees (rDrd.469), the bill falling into her Type III
tools. The Derby bill has a curved triangular
blade with thick back edge: a halfround socket
has a lower cross rivet to help secure the
wooden handle. Unlike the other six examples
mentioned by Rees, the Derby bill has a
crescentric cutting blade. Agricultural imple-
ments of this type have been discussed (White,
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1967, 86) and their latin nonenclature falx
orboraria seems well+stablished from the ancient
authors. There is no reason to doubt that such
a tool would be as at home on a military site
where the cutting and trimming of trees for
fuel was as important a task as that performed
by the billhook on the farm. [81] I (llA).
35 lron hammer. This is a small cross pein
hammer of rectangular section, through which
a central circular hafting eye has been punched.
Possibly a shoe-maker's tool, similar to an
example from South Shields (Allason-Jones,
1984,288, 5.12). [08] I F5.
36 Iron needle, pierced by countersunk oval
eye. The needle is slightly curved, reminiscent
of an upholsterer's or leather-worker's needle

[s3] rr (2).
37 lron knife. This is probably a small, heavy
defleshing knife with an arched back which
continues into the rectangular (?) section tang.
The blade is triangular in shape, its tip bent in
antiquity. It is not clear whether the blade was
pointed or cut off as it is today. The blade of
the knife, angled upwards away from the
handle argues against the suggestion that it
could be a small cleaver. [236] I F66.
38 lron chopper. This is a small chopper with
a wide flat blade which ends abruptly at the

THE DERBYSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL JOURNAL

circular section tang. The tang, which was
intended to form the handle, ends in an oval
loop through which an iron suspension ring
passed. [58]. I F5.
39 lron hook of rectangular section. This
hook was possibly wall mounted, the wide flat
tang fitting between brick or masonry courses.
12231Vr Ft2t.
40 Iron hook, corroded. [84] II F24 (D).
4l Not illustrated. Scrap (?) very dense; one
surviving piece is perhaps a knife tang. I (2).
42 Not illustrated. This artifact has a ridged
back and may be the fragmentary remains of a
knife. 6lmm x 28mm x 8mm. III F7B.
43 Not illustrated. Fragment of distorted
angle binding. VI (2).

Lead
Notes on Fig.92
44 Spindlewhorl. [80] I (10).
45 Sheet of lead, folded with two punched
perforations 6mm dia. U4l I (2).
46 Piece of twisted lead rod with longitudinal
line decoration. [200] II Kiln 88.
47 Not illustrated. S-shaped rod of lead, 52mm
long. II (2).
48 Not illustrated. Sheet fragment; perhaps
remains of a circular object. [44] VI (2).

46

44
Fig.92 Derby Racecourse 1974: objects o[ lead nos. 4446. Scale l:1. except no. 45 at l:2.

WORKED BONE
Notes on Fig.93
49 Spindlewhorl. A finely worked specimen
which has both faces decorated with incised
concentric Iines. Similar examples were found
in late Roman contexts at Portchester Castle
(Cunliffe, 1975, figs.llT-ll8). [59] V Fl.
50 Spindlewhorl (?). This somewhat crudely-

shaped specimen has a lateral perforation, the
function of which is uncertain, in addition to
the central hole. [234] VI Fl2(C).
5l Counter. A highly-polished specimen with
central perforation. [25] II F24(A).
52 Spoon. [33] III (l).
53 Pin with flat top. Highly polished. [99]v F54.
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Fig.93 Derby Racecourse 1974: objects of bone nos.49-57 and glass no. 58' Scale l:l
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54 Pin with conical head. [61] III (2).
55 Pin with spherical head. [86] I (2).
56 Pin with spherical head. [132] I Fl2.
57 Pin with angular head. [133] ll F24.
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GLASS BEAD
Notes on Fig.93
58 Melon bead of blue colour. t38l VI (l).

\-

59

60

61

63
Fig. 94 Derby Racecourse 1974: objects of baked clay. Scales nos. 59 and 63 at l:2; nos. 60 and6l at l:l-

t
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BAKED CLAY OBJECTS
Notes on Fig.94
59 Fragments of a triangular loomweight
with one perforation surviving. This is a well-
known iron age type. VI Fl24(C).
60 Half of a spindlewhorl made from a sherd
of samian ware. Only a tiny piece of the surface
gloss remains. 147) | (2).
6l Spindlewhorl made from a potsherd, sandy
buff fabric. t20l VI (l).
62 Pottery duck's head made in a hard, light

2t7

grey fabric, smoothly burnished. The head is
hollow and the part-open beak forms a small
aperture. There can be little doubt that this
served as the spout for a flask: regrettably no
other fragments were found to furnish an
indication of the form of the vessel when
complete. The piece is almost certainly of local
manufacture and is therefore of late-first or
second-century date. A full discussion of this
unusual find has already been published. (Dool,
te76) | (2).

64
66

67
65

Fig. 95 Derby Racecourse 1974: neolithic axe and quernstones. Scale l:6 except no.64 at l:3
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63 Fragment of a pottery object in sandy,
grey fabric with dark grey surfaces. Approx.
diameter l50mm but the profile is irregular.
The applied protuberance or handle (?) has
broken away. It is doubtful whether this is part
of a vessel, such as a tankard, and the
appearance is suggestive of a ridge tile with an
ornamental attachment. I (2).

STONE
Notes on Fig.95
64 Part of a neolithic polished stone axe,
identilied by Dr W.A. Cummins as a group VI
axe from Great Langdale. It was found in the
filling of the ditch north of the Roman road in
area VIII. This could well have served as an
admirable tool for burnishing pottery vessels
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made in the nearby kilns. [201].

Querns
These were all of millstone grit.
65 Complete upper stone. Diameter 400mm,
maximum depth 60mm. III F66.
66 Fragment of upper stone with slot for a
handle. Diameter c390mm, maximum depth
65mm. III F78.
67 Complete lower stone. Diameter c3z10mm,
maximum depth 90mm. VI (l).
Notes on Fig.96
68 Fragments of lower stone. Diameter
c350mm, maximum depth 80mm. VI F39.
69 Fragments of lower stone with grooves on
the grinding surface. Diameter c440mm, maxi-
mum depth 55m. VI F25.

68

Fig. 96 Derby Racecourse 1974: quernstones. Scale l:6.

ORGANIC MATERIAL
Notes on Fig.97
Wood
70-71 Two pointed wooden stakes or pegs,
found in the damp silt at the bottom of a
second-century well. They resemble tent pegs.

rr F24 (D).

Leather
72 Insole from a shoe l65mm long, probably
a child's. The laminoe are thonged together.
73 Two fragments from shoe uppers.
74 Length of strap (?).

These leather objects all came from the silt
at the bottom of a fourth-century well. I F5
(E).

69
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73
Fig.97 Derby Racecourse 1974: objects of wood and leather. Scale l:2.

THE MAMMAL AND BIRD BONES
By M. HARMAN, with contributions by D. BRAMWELL and J.R. BAKER

All the bones recovered were examined. The methods of identification and analysis are
the same as those for the bones from the Racecourse (Wheeler's site) and Little Chester
(Wheeler's site).

A few human bones were found. Since the site is not far from the cemetery described
elsewhere in this report, and lies close to the probable line of the Roman road, the
presence of these bones is not very surprising, though they must be from burials
disturbed in antiquity. Nearly all of the bones are from wells: several adult bones were
found in I F 73: three vertebrae, two ribs, part of the left innominate, and left tibia
shaft, possibly all from the same person; II F 248 produced two femora shafts, one
from a child of about l-l tfror 2years, one from an adult, and VI F l2lA yielded the left
innominate, nearly complete, of an adult male.

Few features contained any quantity of bones, and the information from those which
did contain bones has been amalgamated within broad phases: Table 17 shows the

irti
rl

,iil'l
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numbers of bones (excluding loose teeth, vertebrae, and ribs) from different features
assigned to these phases. There are not enough bones in any context to assess the
relative importance of different species, apart from showing that cattle and sheep were
most important, the latter perhaps relatively less important in the third century than in
the second; pigs made a minor contribution to the economy; horses and dogs were kept
in small numbers. This is similar to the results from Little Chester. The deer and hare
bones suggest very limited hunting or perhaps opportunist exploitation: with the
addition of one antler fragment, these were the only bones of wild animals recognised
from this site.

Very few of the bones came from very young animals: of the cattle, one jaw was from
an animal which died at about a year old; of the rest, slightly less than half died between
two and four years, the remainder surviving to five years or considerably beyond. Nine
of the sheep jaws were from animals dying betwe en about six months and one year, just
over half died between about one and a halfand four years, the rest surviving beyond
four years. The age of the pigs, based on theirjaws, varied, but none had all the adult
teeth fully erupted and in wear, all being from animals dying at about three years or
less. The four horse jaws were from animals over five years, one being about seven and
one about fifteen years old. One horse metatarsal may have been from an animal of less

than one and a half years, but being broken it was difficult to tell if the epiphysis was
fused or not.

Only a few bones showed signs of injury or disease: these were submitted to Dr
J.H.R. Baker for further examination. A group of horse ribs from the well I F 73 were
"all within the normal range apart from a small focus of subperiosteal new bone on
one" but a single cow rib "shows two foci of osteomyelitis with periosteal elevation and
new bone formation. A subperiosteal abscess may have been present in the larger
lesion". The only other bone noted as pathological was the metatarsal of a horse, found
in the ditch II F l. Of this, Baker says: "There is a fusiform expansion of the lower third
of the bone, mainly on the anterior lateral and medial surfaces. Running mediolaterally
through the swelling is a hole with smooth edges. There is some evidence that a
pathological fracture may have occurred shortly prior to death. This lesion is a chronic
inflammatory area, possibly due to a penetrating wound or presence of a foreign body."

There is a mixture of waste bones and those from the fleshy part of the animals. The
well VI F l24C contained a group of calcined fragments including parts of four cattle
bones and three sheep bones, possibly swept in after a bonfire or burning rubbish on the

Phase Cattle Sheep Pig Horse Other Bird

Antonine 162 162 22 24 Dog 2 Fowl 2

& C 2nd Hare I Goose I
Crow/Rook 2

Antonine 47 49 4 2

and later
C 3rd 188 164 30 8 Dog 3 Fowl I

*lamb +2 lskeleton
piglets

later C 3rd 3l l7 4 Fowl I
early C 4th
later C lst 2 15 2 Deer I
early C 2nd (4 3)

( calcined )

Table t7 Derby Racecourse 1974: total numbers of bones of different species identified from
various features (excluding loose teeth, vertebrae and rib frogments).
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kitchen hearth. The well I F 73 contained the major parts of two cattle skulls, from
animals aged about four years and over five years, and also the maxillae and a few
fragments from the skulls of two horses, one over five years old, the other about seven
years old. Both had canine teeth, suggesting that they may have been stallions or
geldings. III F 60C included a cattle skull from an animal of over five years.
III F 70 contained only the partially complete skeleton of a lamb a few months old.
There were a lot of cattle skull fragments from the pit V F 95 but no whole skulls. The
bones in the pit V F I include a sheep skull, almost complete, from an animal aged over
four years, part of another from a lamb two or three months old, many of the bones
from two piglets of about two months or possibly less, and a complete dog skeleton; a
small dog with a shoulder height of about 13".(32cm.).

Most of the bones are probably food refuse. The piglets are probably breeding
casualties and are unlikely to have been carried far for disposal, so pig rearing, perhaps
on a 'cottage' scale, probably went on in the area. The lamb, similarly, is small and was
more likely to have been a loss in rearing than eaten. Skulls and other bones, largely
waste, may be evidence of small-scale slaughtering, though the cattle and horse skull
bones in the well I F 73 may have some other significance.


